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Door hardware | Specification service

Five brands. One vision.  
Made in Germany.
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Door hardware | Specification service
Five brands. One vision. Made in Germany.

BSW, CES, FSB, Norseal and Woelm 
(HELM Sliding hardware) are five compa-
nies steeped in tradition with a shared  
vision and a shared aim: to offer our cus-
tomers every door-related product from a 
single source – made in Germany and per-
fectly coordinated both in the technology 
they use and the materials they are made 
from. Our synergies are your advantage. 
With our package products you are always 
safe and secure, and you benefit from  
fantastic prices and guarantees. 

The ties between our brands are clear to 
see. We know what commercial and public 
buildings need and we use our combined 
expertise to benefit our customers. This 
has naturally led to our shared specifica-
tion service, which takes a load of the work 
off of your shoulders. 

Our total product range meets inter- 
national standards. Certification under 
ISO 14001 is your guarantee of long- 
lasting, sustainable products. We believe 
so firmly in the quality we deliver that we 
offer a 10-year functional guarantee.
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Visit fsb.de/spec-write – or simply 
scan the QR code provided here.
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BSW – a long history in hardware

Breuer & Schmitz GmbH & Co. KG – or 
 ‘BSW’ as it is known throughout the world,  
is one of the leading manufacturers of 
high-quality door hinges with more than 
100 years of experience. Established in 
1883 by Carl Schmitz as a machine factory 
in Wald/Rhineland, today Solingen, the 
main business initially consisted of supply-
ing tailor-made machines to the surround-
ing industry for metal processing and  
wire bending, for example, for umbrellas  
or women’s handbag hangers. It took 
Schmitz only a few years before produc-
tion of building hardware was also added 
to the scope of activities, from which a 

specialisation in the production of all kinds 
of hinges developed over the decades.  
Orientation towards international markets 
took place at an early stage, which is doc-
umented by advertisements that appeared 
in export manuals as early as 1906, with 
products being offered that were mainly 
used outside Germany. Throughout the 
years the product range developed and ex- 
panded, with the company’s own mechan-
ical engineering creating the basis for 
competitive products. 

Bringing the so-called ‘project hinges’,  
a range of heavy-duty hinges for intensive 

usage, to the markets in the late 70s and 
introducing maintenance-free sliding-bear-
ing butt hinges in 2010 are just two of the 
many milestones in the company’s history.

BSW Breuer & Schmitz GmbH & Co. KG
Door hinges
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Stable yet flexible

As a family-owned company, BSW stands 
for reliability in the long term, but simulta-
neously for the ability to adapt easily to 
new market trends or developments. What 
applies to the company also applies to the 
products. In-house production in Germany 
and short decision paths provide the flexi-
bility required to help customers with their 
specific problems. Whether it is a special 
surface colour to match with other hard-
ware on the door or a special design to 
meet the architect’s ideas in a certain pro-
ject – BSW aims at providing a solution  
for almost any requirement. 

www.breuerundschmitz.deCertified quality

BSW was the first hinge manufacturer 
back in 2003 who adapted to the Euro- 
pean norm for door hinges CE EN 1935. 
Suitability for fire-resistant doors is empha-
sised by the ‘Certifire’ certificate of ap-
proval, issued by Warringtonfire Ltd, UK, 
for the ‘topforce 804’ butt hinge range. 
All major product lines are certified for 
sustainability under Cradle to Cradle®, 
Bronze level, for sustainability, both in 
product and production. ‘Made in Ger- 
many’ is the basis for our high-quality  
door hinges, with skilled employees and 
carefully controlled raw materials being 
the key premises.

Markus Müller | Patrick Müller
General Manager
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CES – teaming up for security

C.Ed. Schulte GmbH – known globally as 
CES – is the oldest manufacturer of cylinder 
locks in Germany dating back to 1840.  
The company is the leading manufacturer  
of mechanical, electronic and mechatronic 
security systems for use in the most de-
manding commercial and residential appli-
cations.

CES is an expert in master keying and  
security, having delivered over 300,000 
master key systems worldwide, some of 
which have been as complex as over 
40,000 doors with a master key for all,  
or projects including American standard 

and European standard combinations.  
Its products are not only certified as per  
EN and DIN (German) norms, but also the 
unique security standard VdS from Germany, 
offering some of the market’s highest secu-
rity cylinders with multi-profile technologies.

Despite the focus on security and technol- 
ogy, CES has a strength in design too, boast- 
ing over 30 different finishes to match the 
ideas of architects. Additionally, CES offers 
mortise locks, which are famous for their 
spring strength, flexibility and durability. 
They have been used over many decades in 
installations because customers appreciate 

the quality of CES products. Lastly, the 
electronic solutions are equipped with 
wireless cylinders, locks or wall readers, 
and they have flexible administration strat-
egies as well as real-time connectivity  
tailored to each project’s requirements.

CES C.Ed. Schulte GmbH
Locking solutions
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Security and versatility

From master key systems to electronics, 
CES’ focus on security and its ability to  
design and plan locking systems for thou-
sands of doors with the highest complexity 
makes it the perfect solution for any build-
ing locking needs. From a small villa to an 
airport project, we have been chosen in 
the world’s tallest building, the biggest 
mall, German Parliament and many oth-
ers, where users manage their security 
seamlessly with a durable solution, for life.

One key for all
We offer ANSI and EN standard cylinders 
under one master key system.

Choice of security
We offer advanced anti-burglary protection 
and technical protection against key dupli-
cation. Our systems have various patents.

Flexibility and master keying expertise
Thanks to our multi-profile technology, 3D 
undercuts and multiple locking elements, 
no master key plan is impossible.

Aesthetic advantage
We match other architectural ironmongery 
finishing, be it electroplating or lacquering, 
to offer over 30 finishes.

Member of the European Norms  
Committee
CES is represented in several CEN (Euro-
pean Norms Committees) for cylinders and 
locks, to develop EN security standards.

Made in Germany
Since 1840, our design and production 
has been based in Velbert, Germany and is 
hence fully German.

www.ces.eu

Richard Rackl
Managing Director

Alfredo Neumann
International Sales Director
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When technology and design go hand
in hand

FSB is synonymous the world over for  
visually and functionally compelling hard-
ware solutions for doors and windows and 
barrierfree sanitary fit-outs. Our products 
are as functionally reliable as they are long- 
lasting and give you the peace of mind of 
knowing you made the right choice. We 
collaborate with renowned architects and 
designers from all over the world to deliver 
wellconceived, top-quality solutions, made 
in Brakel in eastern Westphalia and coor- 
dinated to suit all fitting scenarios. FSB  
caters to all aspects of handle culture in 
the built space from a single source. 

A symbiosis of certainty and
sustainability – made in Germany

 ‘Sustainability’ signifies a product philoso- 
phy consistently geared towards the ut- 
most in quality that is thus sustainable
in the best sense of the word. Engineering
and design are always rated as a function
of the length of use of buildings. With FSB,
you are making a safe long-term and cost- 
effective investment. Our products are 
about creating buildings that continue
to function properly over long periods and
meet the specific needs of their users.

FSB is a member of the German Sustain- 
able Building Council (DGNB) and a leader

in ecologically responsible action and
environmentally friendly production. Our 
 ‘green history’ is evidenced by validation in 
accordance with the EU Eco-Management 
and Audit Scheme, certification under ISO 
14001 and ISO 50001.

FSB is your guarantee of maximum plan-
ning certainty and sustainability building – 
made in Germany and putting a global 
idea into effect.

FSB Franz Schneider Brakel GmbH + Co KG
Door and window hardware
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Products that transcend form and
function

A door handle from FSB is the perfected
interface between people and architec-
ture, fitting perfectly into the individual
interior design concept. Ergonomic form,
material and surface quality come to- 
gether to create an element that is pleas-
ant to the touch and meets the highest 
technical standards down to the very last 
detail. At FSB, we create premium door 
handles, some of which are now even held 
in New York’s Museum of Modern Art.  
After all, it takes more than a door to open 
up a room. FSB provides the perfectly  
coordinated product solution for all es- 
tablished construction elements.

Design versatility and sense
of aesthetics
Huge selection of designs to suit all tastes, 
interiors and host surfaces – from front 
doors to windows.

Mastery of materials
Unique selection of highest-grade finishes 
and materials – drawing from a pool of 
aluminium, stainless steel and bronze.

Engineered to perfection
Premium products for continuous every-
day use – reliability and long service life.

Engineering of the highest order
Invariably far better than stipulated in 
standards – dependable quality, durability 
and sophisticated engineering.

Made in Brakel, Germany
Wholly developed and produced at Brakel 
in eastern Westphalia.

Award-winning
Multiple honours for design and quality.

www.fsb.de

Tobias Gockeln
Managing Partner

Ralf Frischemeier
Head of International Sales
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Providing solutions since 1925

For almost a century now, Woelm GmbH 
has been representing tradition, innovation 
and quality and has been setting stand-
ards in the industry sectors of hardware 
and conveyor technology since day one. 
Evolved from the two companies HELM 
and KWS, the medium-sized family com-
pany based in Heiligenhaus in North 
Rhine-Westphalia employs around 280 
people today under the leadership of  
Managing Director Karl Kristian Woelm.

With the brand of HELM sliding hardware, 
we offer well-thought-out solutions for  
modern residential and public buildings 
– for even the most challenging of ar- 
chitectural situations: from single-leaf  
doors to multi-leaf systems that can move  
independently, synchronously and tele- 
scopically, that are (glass) wall- or ceiling- 
mounted, or built into a pocket. The possi-
bilities are endless.

Our commitment

In order to offer high-quality and innovative 
system solutions today and in the future, 
we are continuously expanding and opti-
mising our product range. As a family- 
owned company, we have set the goals on 
being a reliable and sustainable business 
partner. Therefore, the satisfaction of our 
customers and partners is at the centre of 
all our activities, which we guarantee with 
outstanding quality, continuous improve-
ment and excellent service.

We know: every building project is unique. 
For this reason, in addition to tried-and-
tested applications and expert advice,  

HELM / Woelm GmbH
Sliding hardware
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we offer bespoke solutions that are de-
signed and produced in direct exchange 
with the customer. During consultation, 
planning and implementation, our custom-
ers draw upon our many years of experi-
ence and the extensive knowledge gleaned 
from our numerous national and inter- 
national projects.

At our headquarters in Heiligenhaus,  
we combine all production steps: from 
pressing, casting, machining and welding 
through to surface technology finishing, 
final assembly and logistics, everything  
is in our hands. This means that our 

products bear the ‘Made in Germany’ 
quality seal. To meet our quality stand-
ards, we work with reliable and long-stand-
ing partners along our entire supply chain.

Our products meet the highest standards: 
we not only test this regularly in our own 
test laboratories, but also at renowned in-
stitutes such as ift Rosenheim, TÜV or 
DEKRA. Since 1996, Woelm GmbH has 
been certified according to the internation-
al standard DIN EN ISO 9001 (quality 
management), and since 2015 according 
to DIN EN 1090 (execution of steel struc-
tures).

Our sustainability

Sustainability is an integral part of our cor-
porate strategy: the purification of waste 
water and exhaust air, the economical and 
efficient way of dealing with resources, 
and the construction of durable quality 
products have always been paramount for 
us. We are committed to environmentally 
friendly production throughout our supply 
chain and always keep our ecological, eco-
nomic and social responsibility with future 
generations in mind. Since 2016, we have 
been certified for our energy management 
system according to DIN EN ISO 50001.

www.woelm.de

Karl Kristian Woelm
Managing Director
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Our company

Norseal is the UK’s largest stockist of  
specialist seal solutions, serving custom- 
ers across the UK for more than 20 years. 
Norseal is part of the Athmer Group, a 
family-owned German business founded  
in 1711 and managed today by the tenth 
generation of the family. 

Norseal’s business is founded on five  
core values:

Innovation 
Norseal is committed to design, develop-
ment and innovation within the industry. 

Quality
All of our products comply with UK and 
international standards. 

Expertise
We have trained, experienced and knowl-
edgeable staff throughout the company 
and a company culture that cultivates its 
people.

Sustainability 
Sustainability is high on Norseal’s agenda, 
and the company is ISO 14001 certified.

Customer service 
We pride ourselves on exceeding our cus-
tomers expectations and following up with 
after sales care to ensure their needs have 
been met. 

Norseal Ltd
Specialist seal solutions
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Acoustic seals 

Doors with an acoustic rating are being in-
creasingly specified in commercial, health-
care, education and industrial settings as 
well as in the residential sector. Norseal, 
with its range of tried-and-tested acoustic 
seals – even solutions for sliding doors – 
are well placed to advise specifiers on acous- 
tic door solutions to ensure their projects 
comply with building regulations, British 
and European standards for acoustics. 

www.norseal.co.uk
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Specification service
Writing the right way

Spec writing is for us the logical, contem-
porary further development of our cooper- 
ation with architects and planners on  
an equal footing, and our view of an inte-
grated, comprehensive understanding of 
architecture. The architectural profession 
is becoming increasingly complex, the 
choice of products for the realisation of 
building projects is becoming more and 
more extensive – and more confusing. So, 
we continue to contribute by way of door 
hardware systems to high-quality architec-
ture under the motto: ‘The detail makes 
the design’. Consistency in form, colour 
and workmanship as proof of our compre-
hensive way of thinking. We place a ser-
vice concept at your disposal which oper-
ates internationally, individually and to 
comprehensive principles. We supply 
product consultancy and door planning to 
provide professional support to architects 
and planners under the aspect of inter- 
national building regulations.  

Specification document:  
our specifications balance the architect’s 
vision with functional requirements 
 
A proper specification is one that satisfies 
the investor’s budget, the architect’s  
vision and the contractor’s requirements. 
We strive to meet this goal with each pro-
ject. We provide all levels of specifications 
from simple hardware groupings to com-
plete specifications including door sched-
ules, BOQs and digital catalogues. What- 
ever your requirement, we can furnish. We 
furnish formats to suit European standards 
(National Building Standard P21) or your 
office/local standards as required. We are 
able to provide a specification covering  
all hardware requirements manufactured 
by our premium brand partners.

Our specification software:
the interactive experience

Our proprietary software program does  
not replace the requirement for us to re-
view all openings door by door, but it does 
create a platform for an interactive ex-
change of project-specific information for 
pre-authorised team members through a 
web-based portal. From basic requests for 
job-specific door hardware groupings to 
requirements for full specification package 
documents including door schedules,  
product details and photos with a special  
option for a BIM interface, we can tailor 
our software program to meet your specific 
project needs. 

Door hardware specification services 
 
The premium brand partners are able to 
offer complete specification services using 
FSB as well as other premium hardware 
brands for your premium projects at no 
cost to the project.  

Design and finish continuum 

Every building has different functional  
requirements to fulfil and these are also 
mirrored in our door planning process.  
We undertake the complex process of  
ensuring that the design and visible finish 
consistency you require is maintained 
throughout so that your aesthetic vision 
will be achieved. 

Full-service consultancy 
 
Requirements for specifications can vary 
by project type, by architect and by global 
location. Be it simple hardware groupings 
or some more detailed specifications with 
door schedules, product details and Revit/
BIM interface, we are structured to react 
to these differing requirements using a 
custom software program combined with 
an interactive web-based communication 
tool.

1 | Specification document
2 | Hardware set groupings
3 | Door schedule
4 |  Project product photos and 

technical descriptions

3

1

4

2
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Specification service
The five-step process

A continuum of finish and design is 
achieved in a technically compliant way 
in five steps

1.  Project information 
Architectural plans, door schedules and 
details are forwarded to our Architec- 
tural Hardware Consultant, Timothy  
Perry (timothy.perry@fsb.de) by email, 
via FTP site or as hard copy. Formats 
can be AutoCAD, DWG, Word, Excel  
and PDF.

2.  Aesthetic vision 
Your design and aesthetic vision are 
communicated both verbally and by 
means of product/finish selections.

3.  Software tool 
We download into our software tool  
your door schedules (or develop one for 
you, should you require); we review your 
plans to understand the exit plans, elec-
tronic hardware requirements and your 
important aesthetic statements.

4.  Formulating the hardware groupings 
We will systematically review all of the 
door and window openings and apply 
the correct combination of products 
that form the hardware groupings. 
These groupings are designed to satis- 
fy the requirements of function and 
building/fire norms so as to deliver the 
perfect solution for your building’s door 
hardware needs.

5.  Link to your personal login area 
You will then receive an email from  
our Architectural Hardware Consultant, 
containing a link to your personal login 
area, where you can view your specifi-
cation as well as all listed products,  
including image data and technical 
drawings.
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Specification service
Architectural Hardware Consultant (AHC), Timothy Perry

Timothy Perry is a Registered Architec-
tural Ironmonger and an AHC at FSB 
(Franz Schneider Brakel GmbH + Co KG). 
He is an Affiliated Member of the Royal 
Institute of British Architects and a Mem-
ber of the Executive and Education Com-
mittees of the Guild of Architectural Iron-
mongers. Working with a fully qualified 
AHC/RegAI like Timothy, means high- 
quality, reliable project advice and ser-
vice for architects, clients and eventually, 
the project. Knowing the latest industry 
standards, regulations and legislation, the 
AHC offers the highest professional ad-
vice within the architectural ironmongery 
industry with a great knowledge of ANSI/
BS standard door hardware products.

Timothy’s career to date has been an ad-
venture. Now based in the UK, he works 
on project specifications for the Middle 
and Far East. He spent 13 years at Lloyd 
Worrall in the UK and later joined FSB in 
Germany for four years. From there, he 
expanded his horizons across the globe, 
including starting an International Project 
Office in Singapore, then working with  
architects and interior designers in Dubai, 
Singapore and Hong Kong for projects 
throughout the Middle East and Asia.  
He spent a year in Malaysia and over four 
and half years in Singapore. He rejoined 
FSB in 2019.

As you specify into projects abroad you 
typically work with ANSI or British stand-
ard. You say many factors will determine 
the standards to use for a project and the 
types of quality of materials. Can you  
expand?

 ‘I write “door-by-door” specifications in  
ANSI or British Standard depending on the 
origin of the architect or the location of the 
project, for example many projects in Sau-
di Arabia are ANSI and some projects de-
mand the higher testing cycles of ANSI for 
products.’ 

What are the most challenging aspects  
of your job? And which are the most  
rewarding?

 ‘On a day-to-day basis, challenges have 
decreased for me over the years as I 
gained more experience. Gathering all re-
quired information for some projects can 
be at times a challenge, but then seeing  
a picture of the finished project is most 
rewarding and I can say I did that!’

Having worked globally, what observations 
do you make about the way architects in 
different countries approach projects?

 ‘I have noticed that the architects in some 
countries have more power to hold a spec 
on the project than others. In other coun-
tries, the contractor has the power to 
change the spec and supply to whatever 
he/she likes.’

Can you explain more about AHC, how 
does it differ, for instance, from RegAI?

 ‘The AHC is similar to the RegAI. The AHC 
credential allows the holder to write specs 
and consult on ANSI standard projects. 
ANSI stands for American National Stand-
ard Institute. ANSI is supplied to projects 
in the USA, the Middle East, Macao, Guam, 
and the Philippines.’

What changes would you like to see in  
the AI industry?

 ‘More money spent on quality door hard-
ware, as it’s the part of the building that 
gets touched the most. More power to the  
architect to hold on to the spec.’

Watch our webcast on the specification service:  
go to webcast.fsb.de/door-hardware-specification-service – 
or simply scan the QR code provided here.
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Timothy J. Perry
AHC, CSI, DipGAI, MGAI, Reg. AI 

–  Completed the Guild of Architectural 
Ironmongers (GAI) Diploma of London, 
England, 2004

–  Registered Architectural Ironmonger 
and Member of GAI

–  Member of GAI Executive Committee  
as of 2020

–  Member of the GAI Education Commit-
tee as of 2020

–  Completed the Architectural Hardware 
Consultant (AHC) education programme 
of Door & Hardware Institute, Chantilly, 
United States of America, 2017

–  Member of Construction Specification 
Institute (CSI), Alexandria, United States 
of America. Membership no. 1806742

–  Affiliated Member of Royal Institute of 
British Architects (RIBA)

 ‘It is important to ensure products from 
different manufacturers work together 
when I am required by an architect to 
specify products not supplied by FSB.  
To handle this, I pay close attention to 
product templates and work closely with 
the other manufacturers.’
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Specification service
International standards, certifications and memberships

Set out below is a list of BS EN standards
with a bearing on doors and windows 
that does not in any way claim to be 
exhaustive:

BS EN 179
Emergency exit devices
Emergency exit doors conforming to 
EN 179 are intended for buildings that are 
not subject to public traffic and the users 
know the function of the emergency exit 
doors. Safe escape must be guaranteed 
with a single operation.

BS EN 1125
Crossbar panic exit devices
Panic doors conforming to EN 1125 are  
intended for use in public buildings in situ- 
ations that may give rise to panic. The  
device must be capable of being activated 
with no prior knowledge and be operable 
without familiarisation by depressing  
a crossbar.

BS EN 1154
Controlled door-closing devices
This standard covers door-closing devices 
for swing doors, such devices being mount-
ed on or in the frame, on or in the door or in 
the floor. The scope is limited to manually 
operated door-closing devices where the 
energy for closing is generated by the user 
upon opening the door, such that, when 
the door is released, it returns to a closed 
position in a controlled manner.

BS EN 1155
Electrically powered hold-open devices
This standard specifies requirements for 
separate hold-open devices and also for 
hold-open mechanisms incorporated in a 
door closer intended to be used on fire and 
smoke compartmentation doors. Electri- 
cally powered hold-open devices for swing 
doors manufactured to this standard can 
hold a swing door at a fixed position or can 
allow the door to swing freely. In each case, 
interruption of the electrical supply will 
cause the controlled door to close  
positively.

BS EN 1303
Cylinders for locks
This standard applies to cylinders for locks 
normally used in buildings and designed to 
be used with cylinders.

BS EN 1670
Building hardware – corrosion resistance 
This European standard specifies the  
requirements for the corrosion resistance  
of building hardware including the metal 
fastenings. EN 1670 is not, itself, a product 
standard, but it is the referenced corrosion  
standard included in all current EN prod-
uct standards. 

BS EN 1906
Lever handles and knobs
This standard specifies test methods and 
requirements for spindle and fastening  
elements, operating torques, permissible 
free play and safety, free angular move-
ment and misalignment, durability, static 
strength and corrosion resistance for sprung 
and unsprung lever handles and knobs.

BS EN 1634/1 | BS EN 1634/3 | BS 476
Fire resistance
Fire resistance test for door and shutter  
assemblies.

BS EN 1935
Single-axis hinges
This standard specifies requirements for 
single-axis hinges for windows and doors 
opening in one direction only, whose rota-
tion axis is no more than 30 mm from the 
face of the door.

BS EN 12209
Mechanical locks and latches
This standard specifies requirements  
and test methods for durability, strength, 
security and function of mechanically  
operated locks and latches and their strik-
ing plates for use in doors, window doors 
and entrance doors in buildings.

BS EN 1527
Hardware for sliding doors and folding 
doors
This standard specifies requirements and 
test methods for durability, strength and 
function of mechanically operated hard-
ware for sliding doors and folding doors.

BS EN 16654
Child protective products
Consumer fitted finger protection devic-
es for doors. Safety requirements and test 
methods. 

BS EN ISO 10140-2
Acoustics 
Laboratory measurement of sound insula-
tion of building elements. Measurement of 
airborne sound insulation.
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ANSI/BHMA
Door hardware for American standard  
projects: where required, our in-house  
AHC specifies the correct ANSI/BHMA 
products for your project. 

ANSI/BHMA A156.1 
Butts and Hinges

ANSI/BHMA A156.2 
Bored and Preassembled Locks and 
Latches

ANSI/BHMA A156.3 
Exit Devices

ANSI/BHMA A156.4 
Door Controls-Closers

ANSI/BHMA A156.5 
Cylinders and Input Devices for Locks

ANSI/BHMA A156.6 
Architectural Door Trim

ANSI/BHMA A156.13 
Mortise Locks

ANSI/BHMA A156.16 
Auxiliary Hardware

ANSI/BHMA A156.26
Continuous Hinges

Certifications and memberships:

For further information please contact  
your AHC Timothy Perry. 

®





Project references

We open doors all over the world
Mohammed Bin Khalifa Bin Salman  
Al Khalifa Specialist Cardiac Centre
Baja Club Hotel, La Paz
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Mohammed Bin Khalifa Bin Salman Al 
Khalifa Specialist Cardiac Centre (MKCC)
Bahrain
Architectural firm: Massa Design
Products: FSB custom-build lever handles, 
handle series FSB 1146 in stainless steel, 
concealed BSW hinges type 160-120,  
Norseal NOR710

Project references
We open doors all over the world

The Mohammed Bin Khalifa Bin Salman Al 
Khalifa Specialist Cardiac Centre (MKCC) 
is the leading national and international 
cardiac diagnostic centre in Bahrain. The 
centre’s expertise in treating and caring  
for patients with cardiac disease goes  
hand in hand with its great commitment  
to research and education. The MKCC  
also functions as a tertiary referral hospital  
from other hospitals and health clinics. 

Architectural firm Massa Design is respon-
sible for the interior design of the building, 
which was newly opened in 2021. Karim 
Khemakhem, CEO and founder of Massa 
Design, presents the project on page 38 f.
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Grand Lisboa Palace Resort 
Macao, China
Architectural firm: WATG Wimberly  
Allison Tong & Goo
Products: BSW hinges type 804

Allianz Arena  
Munich, Germany
Architectural firm: Jacques Herzog  
and Pierre de Meuron
Products: BSW hinges type 060-25 /  
160 STD

Al Qana Development 
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Architectural firm: MZ Architects
Products: CES master key systems,  
with special ‘rustic amber’ finishes  
for some of the cylinders
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National Museum of Qatar 
Doha, Qatar
Architectural firm: Jean Nouvel
Products: Special derivative of BSW hinges 
type 804, CES master key system cylinders

Project references
We open doors all over the world

French architect Jean Nouvel designed the 
new building for the National Museum of 
Qatar. With a brief to create spectacular, 
distinctive architecture, he took inspiration 
from the intricate shape of desert rose min-
eral formations. The complex building pro-
ject is made up of some 600 disc-shaped 
panels that interlock to allude to the desert 
rose. 

These, in turn, were clad with 76,000  
fibreglass-reinforced concrete panels at 
a height of up to 40 metres. The museum 
opened in 2019. Occupying an area span-
ning more than 40,000 square metres,  
the permanent exhibition invites visitors  
to relive the history of Qatar. 
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Amorepacific Headquarters  
Seoul, South Korea
Architectural firm:  
David Chipperfield Architects  
and Christoph Felger
Products: Handle series  
FSB 1004 in stainless steel

Oman Across Ages Museum 
Nizwa, Oman
Architectural firm: COX Architecture,  
Australia
Products: Handle series FSB 1163 in 
bronze and stainless steel, pull handle  
FSB 6538 in bronze and stainless steel

Jabal Omar Development 
Zone Towers H 
Mecca, Saudi Arabia
Architectural firm: Ateliers Lion  
Architectes Urbanistes
Products: CES master key system

Sultan Qaboos Comprehensive Cancer 
Care and Research Center 
Muscat, Oman
Architectural firm: TAHPI
Products: CES master key systems,  
special size cylinders
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Atelierhaus Pfefferberg 1A
Berlin, Germany
Architectural firm: Pysall Architekten
Products: Various HELM sliding hardware

Project references
We open doors all over the world

This studio house is a new building for cre-
ative professionals on the site of a former 
brewery in Berlin’s Pfefferberg compound. 
With its different storey heights and stag-
gered floor levels, which create up to three 
different room heights, this building is truly 
unique. No two areas of the studio are the 
same. 

Floor-to-ceiling glazing, walls and ceil-
ings made of exposed concrete, polished 
screed and steel and aluminium fixtures 
define the interior. Pysall Architekten have 
created a sustainable layout that can flex-
ibly adapt to changing usage requirements. 
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OsloMet Metropolitan University 
Oslo, Norway
Architectural firm: Unknown
Products: Various HELM sliding hardware

Royal Russell School 
London, United Kingdom
Architectural firm: Barnsley Hewitt  
& Mallinson
Products: Norseal NOR810, NOR710, 
NOR720

Silverstone Grand Prix Circuit 
United Kingdom
Architectural firm: Populous
Products: Norseal NOR810, NOR710, 
NOR720
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Rijksmuseum 
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Architectural firm: Cruz y Ortiz Architectos,  
Sevilla
Products: Handle series FSB 1023,  
BSW project hinges

Project references
We open doors all over the world

The National Museum of the Netherlands 
welcomes approx. 2.2 million visitors per 
year. The building dates back to 1800.  
Of the 8,000 items exhibited, the most  
famous is the painting ‘The Night Watch’ 
by Dutch artist Rembrandt van Rijn. 

After extensive modernisation, the muse-
um re-opened its doors in 2013. Spanish 
architectural company Cruz y Ortiz from 
Seville only made minor changes to the 
building itself, recreating the original floor 
plan created by architect Pierre Cuypers to 
transform the 19th-century building into a 
modern museum of the 21st century. 
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York College  
York, England
Architectural firm: Race Cottam Associates
Products: Norseal NOR810, NOR710, 
NOR720

Fürst & Friedrich
Düsseldorf, Germany
Architectural firm: slapa oberholz  
pszczulny architekten
Products: Various HELM sliding hardware

Al Ain Hospital
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Architectural firm: Obermeyer Planen + 
Beraten, Munich
Products: Handle series FSB 1146 in  
stainless steel, FSB ErgoSystem®  
E300 handrails, CES master key  
system cylinders PSM6
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St Giles Circus
London, United Kingdom
Architectural firm: Orms
Products: Various HELM  
sliding hardware

Project references
We open doors all over the world

St Giles Circus is a publicly accessible 
building situated at the east end of Oxford 
Street in the heart of London – a veritable 
hub of activity built in 2019. Culture, cre-
ativity, commerce and inspiration unite in 
the four-storey new build that invites living, 
working, shopping and even concert-going 
under one single roof. 

The façade features louvres weighing  
several tonnes that can be opened com-
pletely to reveal insights into the building’s 
interior. 
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Eton College 
Windsor, England
Architectural firm:  
CSK Architects
Products: Norseal NOR810, 
NOR710, NOR720

The Ten  
Hamburg, Germany
Architectural firm: Lars Wittorf
Products: HELM MK-M 140 
sliding hardware

The University of Hong Kong  
Medical Lab  
Hong Kong
Architectural firm: LD Llewelyn 
Davies Architects, London
Products: Handle series  
FSB 1163 in stainless steel 
with antibacterial coating  
(FSB AIC)

St Andrews Old Course Hotel 
St Andrews, United Kingdom
Architectural firm: Jacques Garcia
Products: Norseal NOR710, NOR720
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Project references
Mohammed Bin Khalifa Bin Salman Al Khalifa Specialist Cardiac Centre

The medical centre 

The Mohammed Bin Khalifa Bin Salman  
Al Khalifa Specialist Cardiac Centre is a 
148-bed specialised hospital located in the 
muncipality of Awali area in Bahrain. The 
medical centre is a seven-storey building 
spreading over a land area of 44,000 
square metres and a built-up area of 
32,000 square metres. Massa Design has 
been tasked to design the interior of the 
facility from the ground up. 

Ground floor

–  Outpatient cardiology clinics equipped 
with the latest diagnostics technologies, 
such as state-of-the-art echocardiography 
stress testing and electrocardiography

–  24-hour chest pain clinics equipped with 
intensive care units and isolation wards

Centre

–  Separate rooms for individual patients 
featuring a day-case unit, intensive care 
unit, cardiac care unit, paediatrics ward, 
VIP ward

–  Interventional Cardiology department 
featuring four high-tech cardiac cath-
eterization labs, equipped with cardiac 
electrophysiology technology (CEPT)

–  Two state-of-the-art operation theatres
–  Centralised cardiac telemetry moni- 

toring unit
–  Two state-of-the-art data centres 

Care was taken in creating a hospitality  
environment that responds to the patient’s 
needs. Natural light plays a major role in 
the healing process, and the strategy of  
dividing the hospital into three wings works 
towards this end. Increasing the amount of 
exterior façade adds flexibility in bringing 
natural light to the patient areas. 

Recognising the role of family in the heal-
ing process, comfortable waiting areas are 
placed adjacent to the atrium and at the 
entrance to each level of the hospital wing. 
They are broken into smaller pods, with 
screen walls for privacy.

The patient rooms are designed to give a 
hospitality feel to the environment. Indirect 
lighting, natural woods, bold colours fra-
ming the head walls, and a flat panel LCD 
screen all add to this feel. Window seating 
that converts into beds are provided for  
family members. 

 ‘This is the Mohammed Bin Khalifa Bin 
Salman Al Khalifa Specialist Cardiac  
Centre pulsing with the best medical care 
opportunities domestically and interna-
tionally, in pursuance of the Kingdom of 
Bahrain’s vision 2030.’
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Questions to Karim Khemakhem 
(Founder + CEO at Massa Design)

About Massa Design

From interior design to architecture,  
Massa Design is dedicated to create an  
engaging interaction between people  
and their environment, setting the quality 
standard for design excellence and spatial 
problem-solving in healthcare, corporate 
and hospitality facilities.

Massa Design
D3 Dubai Design District
Building 5, Office A302
PO Box 333252
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Phone +971 4 456 7822
marhaba@massa.us.com
www.massa.us.com

How was the door hardware specification 
service able to assist in the running of the 
project? 

 ‘The manufacturer’s ability to customise  
the design of the hardware, as per our  
requirement, was the most compelling  
aspect of this cooperation. Firstly, a mock-
up was done to see the design first-hand 
and be able to touch and feel the grip of 
the handle. It is also notable to mention 
that the manufacturer’s experience in the 
healthcare project helped us to get the 
product performance and functionality  
we required.’

How would you rate the quality of the 
products used? 

 ‘We are very satisfied with all the products 
manufactured and supplied by FSB. I think 
they are some of the best on the market. 
The attention to detail is impeccable!’

How much status do you accord design, 
technology and hygiene respectively?

 ‘All three are extremely important when it 
comes to hardware selection and specifi-
cation. In a hospital setting, we definitely 
rank hygiene and durability first. However, 
as a designer myself, I cannot overlook 
design and the importance of incorpora-
ting technology in all our projects.’
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Project references
Baja Club Hotel, La Paz

The hotel

Once a site for oyster pearl harvesting, a 
villa from 1914 has been restored by ar-
chitect Max von Werz and extended into a 
boldly elegant new venue for Mexican ho-
telier Grupo Habita. His approach: to listen 
to the old waterfront property and try to 
learn from what he found.

The result is a place that seems to be of 
another era, in the best possible sense. 
The gleaming white colonial-style resi-
dence has been augmented with a tiered, 
four-story new-build that brings back a 
time when a streamlined ocean liner still 
evoked a bold new world of speed and ro-
mantic adventure. Sweeping views from  
its terraces take in the Bay of La Paz.  
The L-shaped old and new buildings nes-
tle together enveloping a verdant central 
courtyard.

As the heart and jewel of the new exten-
sion, a white helical staircase reveals its 
sculptural character to the outdoor spaces. 
Positioned at the hinge point between the 
two wings of the new building, it connects 
the four levels to each other and sweeps 
visitors up to the rooftop sunset bar. The 
newly created linear pool awaits in a rear 
courtyard, where the terracotta tones  
of the antique brick walls and new, broad 
lounging platforms, nicely accompanied by 
red-and-white striped sunbeds, contrast 
with the smooth white surfaces of the new 
building.

Exercising restraint

Preserving existing structures and care- 
fully updating them for new uses – this 
sustainable mindset is fundamental for 
Max von Werz Architects. Part of the 

project’s environmentally friendly ap-
proach, however, is also a wide range of 
measures to minimize energy consump-
tion. Passive design solutions were em-
ployed, for example, in order to reduce the 
dependence on mechanical air condition-
ing. The new building’s projecting floor 
plates provide shade to the interior spaces 
thereby reducing solar heat gain. Numer-
ous water elements distributed across the 
site provide refreshment through evapora-
tion in the hot and dry northern Mexican 
climate.

 ‘I think one of the crucial questions re-
garding the climate crisis is whether we 
will manage to embrace restraint. Upgrad-
ing and repurposing obsolete building 
stock as a form of resource conservation 
is a significant factor in this regard,’ says 
architect Max von Werz.

Photo: César Bejar
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About Max von Werz Architects

Max von Werz Architects is a Mexico City- 
based architecture practice founded in 
2013. It provides services in the fields of 
architecture and urban design, working 
across a variety of scales and sectors with 
a particular interest in adaptive reuse and 
projects related to the arts. The practice  
offers a fully integrated service covering all 
project stages – from concept design to 
construction documentation and site 
supervision. The architects pride themsel-
ves on the attention to detail, care and 
professionalism that they invest in each 
project. The practice has an international 
outlook and has built projects in Mexico, 
Germany, the United Kingdom and Sweden.

Max von Werz Architects
Calle Versalles 21–203
Colonia Juarez, Delegacion Cuauhtemoc
06600 Mexico City

Phone +52 55 3415 3862
info@maxvonwerz.com
www.maxvonwerz.com

The fascinating question of reuse

 ‘I am fascinated by the universal question 
of how to integrate old and new harmoni-
ously. How to build on the rich history and 
character of a place while also updating it 
to give it a new lease on life.’

The architect collaborated with the interior 
design firm JAUNE. The results of the part- 
nership are interior and exterior spaces 
that make evident their respect for the 
original property. Mexico’s lush palette of 
colours and textures, and its rich tradition 
of craftsmanship find a modern yet time-
less interpretation here. The hotel’s materi-
al palette draws on the property’s original 
detailing, such as the handcrafted terrazzo 
tiles, traditional timber latticework, or the 
blown glass lamps in transparent and 
amber hues.

Partner products

FSB products were used as subtle visual 
accents. ‘Whereby their exceptional 
quality and noble materiality can be 
discovered and literally felt by the hotel 
guests,’ says the architect, who describes 
his selected handle model, the FSB 1004, 
as ‘timeless and refined’. The bronze 
handles with their warm tone and lightly 
patinated and waxed finish are a perfect 
match for the lively Mexican materials that 
shape the project and make it something 
special. A matching cylinder from CES was 
selected to go with the fittings.

Photo: Vicky Reyes

Photo: César Bejar Photo: César Bejar

Photo: César Bejar

Take a closer look at the 
project: go to fsb.de/baja –  
or simply scan the QR code 
provided here.
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Hardware proposal for door types
Sliding glass doors

A sliding glass door can be made of tem-
pered or laminated glass panels. The 
glass panel is fixed to the rollers by a glass 
clamping system. Glass doors can have 
very different door weights depending on 
the kind of glass, panel thickness (8 mm to 
12.76 mm) and door size. Standard hard-
ware sets for door weights up to 80 kg or 
up to 150 kg are available.

Glass doors can be installed on the wall, 
under the ceiling or into a wall pocket. 
They can be single- or double-leaf, in case 
of telescopic application even two- or 
three-leaf. Furthermore, there are systems 
allowing the installation of a fixed glass 
panel.

Special components like soft stops, door 
closers, tip-out systems, guiding pieces,  
installation tracks and pelmets are availa-
ble and are part of the specification.

Sliding door systems follow the standards 
of DIN EN 1527 with different classes of 
cycle tests.

Locations
Single- or double-leaf interior doors, office 
doors, partitioning in living areas and many 
other applications especially for space-  
saving, design and operating reasons.
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FSB sliding door handles for glass doors 
feature impressive design and functionali-
ty alike. The FSB product range includes a 
selection of round and angular variants in 
aluminium and stainless steel with an open 
or closed design.

Sliding door handles

Glass sliding doors are increasingly popular 
in current interior trends, integrated into 
meeting pod designs as well as being used 
to separate spaces. Their sleek design can 
help a room feel more spacious. Norseal 
has a range of integrated and surface- 
mounted acoustic seals which not only 
complement the door design but enhance 
its performance.

Seals

3D view of a glass sliding door system Components (exemplary)

 1  Track
 2   Pelmet

3  Trolley
4   Damper and soft closing device

 5  Release bolt
 6   End stop

7   Bottom guide

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

HELM GT-S 150 G 413, ceiling installation
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Hardware proposal for door types
Hinged glass doors

A hinged glass door is manufactured from 
a tempered glass panel that is hung us-
ing special glass door hinges that are sur-
face-mounted.

Special consideration should be taken 
when specifying hardware that mounts  
on the glass panel. This includes locks and 
pulls for through-fixing or any hardware 
that requires a templated cut-out in the 
glass panel. This hardware must be clear-
ly specified prior to manufacture as there 
is no site preparation or modification pos-
sible for tempered glass panels.

Locations
Single office interior doors, single toilet/ 
shower doors and a variety of other 
applications. 

Glass panel thicknesses generally range 
from 8–12 mm.
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Glass has always had a multilayered 
role in architecture as a design tool and 
shape-giving material. Glass doors take 
the interior architectural shape into ac-
count. They create more light, link rooms 
and radiate a wonderful atmosphere. 
The transparency of glass doors requires 
a particularly high level of care when 
choosing the fittings. 

Fittings Knobs for cylinders

Round, rectangular or oval – knobs in  
various shapes and colours, chosen to 
match the fitting, are the final touch for 
elegant glass door design.

Norseal has a full range of seals for glass 
doors that combine great performance 
with discrete aesthetics. A range of inte-
grated and surface-mounted drop seals 
complement other glass door furniture, 
providing a visually appealing, acoustic 
sealing solution. Door edge seals can also 
be specified, on request. 

Seals

Due to the subtle glass patch and the min-
imalistic appearance of the hinge, every 
glass door is optimally presented. The 
range of all-glass door hinges from BSW 
features maintenance-free sliding bearings 
with high load capacity and is available in 
many different finishes.

Glass door hinges

Depending on requirements, it is possible 
to choose between simple stops, stops  
with an anti-twist capability, stops with 
baseplates, directional and non-directional 
stops, stops fitted straight into the floor or 
those where Rawlplugs are used.

Doorstops
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Hardware proposal for door types
Sliding timber doors

Sliding timber doors can be made of solid 
timber material with a door thickness of 
usually 38 mm to 42 mm or as a timber  
narrow-stile door with a glass panel. They 
can have very different door weights de-
pending on the material and size. Hard-
ware sets for door weights up to 80 or  
140 kg are available and for higher weights 
on request, too.

Timber doors can be installed on the wall, 
under the ceiling or into a wall pocket. 
They can be single- or double-leaf, in case 
of telescopic application even two- or  
three-leaf.

Special components like soft stops, door 
closers, tip-out systems, guiding pieces, in-
stallation tracks and pelmets are available 
and are part of the specification.

Sliding door systems follow the standards 
of DIN EN 1527 with different classes of 
cycle tests.

Locations
Single- or double-leaf interior doors, bath-
room doors, office doors, partitioning in  
living areas and many other applications 
especially for space-saving, design and  
operating reasons.
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FSB sliding door handles feature impres-
sive design and functionality alike. A large 
selection of round and angular variants  
is available in a number of colours and  
finishes.

Sliding door handles

3D view of a timber sliding door system

Acoustically sealing sliding doors has tradi- 
tionally been a challenge. Norseal, how- 
ever, has effective acoustic sealing solu-
tions specifically designed for sliding door 
sets, with door bottom sealing available in 
concealed or surface-mounted options. 
Complete sealing solutions for latched and 
unlatched sliding door applications com-
bine door bottom with suitable perime-
ter sealing to provide smoke, acoustic and 
draught protection whilst maintaining full 
accessibility. 

Seals

The mortise lock 9003 is equipped with a 
shoot bolt guide behind the forend. Differ-
ent backsets are available. The sliding door 
lock 5530N has a compass bolt.

Locks

Components (exemplary)

 1  Track
 2   Spacer profile with adaptor piece

3   Pelmet with adaptor piece
4   Trolley with flange

 5   Damper and soft closing device
 6   Bottom guide

12

3
4

5

6

HELM MK-M 140 H 114, wall installation
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Hardware proposal for door types
Flush doors

Flush-fitted door elements enjoy great  
popularity both in private residences and 
commercial and public properties, and 
meet the demand for modern, minimalist 
architectural design.

Functional elements mostly go unseen:  
the hidden door hinges and internal door 
closers put the spotlight firmly on the door 
itself. Design-coordinated door handles 
with flush-fitted, recessed round or angu-
lar roses or plug-in handles with minimal-
ist, barely-there roses complete the over-
all look. 

Door thicknesses are variable and differ 
from manufacturer to manufacturer. 

Locations
Flush-fitted doors are designed for  
premium residential properties as well  
as ambitious office buildings or hotels.
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The architectural trend of reducing visible 
structures is continued in doors and  
windows. Precision installation is at the 
centre of the world of flush fittings, where 
the roses are literally sunk into the surface 
of the door. The very distinctive character 
shines a very positive light on a craftsman’s 
design skills, especially in projects where 
great weight is placed on interior design.

Uniquely minimalist: FSB plug-in handles 
for doors exude an understated elegance 
with their minimalist, barely-there roses. 
Wherever ‘less is more’ and striking design 
takes priority, these handles come to the 
fore with their excellent qualities, both aes-
thetic and functional. Available in different 
designs and materials.

Flush fittings for flush doors Plug-in handles

Door closers complement the FSB hard-
ware programme and are of similarly aes-
thetic design and practical functionality. 
Furthermore, they provide a wide range 
of convenient installation and adjustment 
possibilities with the support of supple-
mentary mounting accessories.

Door closers

Many of our seals are designed to be 
hidden from view, which makes them a 
perfect fit for a flush door. A simple and 
effective solution to ensure the door is 
acoustically sound are our perimeter seals. 
Retrofitted easily into the jamb of the door, 
their design is based on dual pocket tech-
nology, and they offer smoke sealing capa-
bilities in accordance with BS 476 31.1 

Seals for flush doors

WD is a patent-protected, vertical reversi-
ble key system with high locking precision. 
It complies with the complex requirements 
within a building concerning organisation, 
user-friendliness, economic efficiency, and 
of course safety.

Cylinders

The BSW ‘Hide 3D’ concealed door hinges 
are the quality solution wherever nothing 
shall be visible. Three-dimensional adjust-
ability will ensure the correct positioning of 
the door to provide the sleek and smooth 
appearance you are looking for.

Hinges
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Hardware proposal for door types
Fire- and smoke-resistant doors 

Fire- and smoke-resistant doors are manu-
factured using both wood and metal  
surface panels and a fireproof core mate-
rial designed to resist fire penetration. In 
timber doors, the core material is usually  
a high-density mineral core infilled with 
chipboard, plywood or MDF fillings. The 
door edge and veneers are normally in  
a hardwood with the face veneer selected  
by the architect. In metal fire doors, the 
core material is generally a gypsum base 
but will vary by manufacturer. Fire doors 
are available in both single and pair con- 
figurations in a variety of sizes as tested  
by the door manufacturers. Handles  
or panic bars, locks and closing devices 
should always be used for fire doors. 
 
The doors’ fire rating can be 30, 60 or 90 
minutes. The minute rating required for 
any fire door is as directed by the architect 
to suit their overall fire strategy plan for the 
building.

All types of fire doors have at least one of 
the two following functions.
1.  To protect escape routes from the effect 

of fire and smoke so that occupants can 
safely reach a final exit and/or a place of 
safety.

2.  To protect the contents and/or the struc-
ture of a building by limiting the spread 
of fire and smoke.

Locations
Fire separations, stairwells, electrical 
rooms and a variety of other applications 
depending upon the fire strategy of the 
overall building.

Door thicknesses range from 45–65 mm 
depending on the fire rating.

Conforming to EN 1634-1.
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Door closers complement the FSB hard-
ware programme and are of similarly aes-
thetic design and practical functionality. 
Furthermore, they provide a wide range 
of convenient installation and adjustment 
possibilities with the support of supple-
mentary mounting accessories.

Door closers

Depending on requirements, it is possi- 
ble to choose between simple stops, stops 
with an anti-twist capability and stops with 
baseplates.

Doorstops

Intumescent strips are available in fire 
only, brush, and bladed options in both 
graphite and sodium silicate. With 30-, 
60- and 90-minute compliance evidence, 
tested with many door core manufac- 
turers, they are suitable for single- and 
double-leaf fire-rated timber door sets.  
All intumescent strips are tested to BS 
476-22, while smoke seals are also tested 
to BS 476-31.1.

Seals

FSB has the largest range of lever handles 
for fire and smoke control doors on the 
market, with more than 40 door handle 
models along with roses and backplates, 
all certified and subject to ongoing moni-
toring. You’ll find the right product for 
virtually any application.

Lever handles

The 9100 lock series from CES meets re-
quirements for fire doors and emergency 
exit devices (EN 12209 and EN 179) and 
is certified in accordance with Exova  
Warrington Certifire. Successful fire test 
to BS EN 1634-1 (timber doors: 120 min-
utes, steel doors: 240 minutes).

Locks and cylinders

FSB hinges blend in perfectly in terms  
of their form and proportions with the  
other components in the product range.  
A choice of versions with either round or  
square corners makes for variety of design.

Butt hinges
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A narrow-stile door consists of extruded 
aluminium profiles joined together to form 
horizontal stiles and vertical rails that con-
tain a full tempered glass panel. Narrow- 
stile doors are heavy in weight by nature 
and require proper consideration in the 
specifying of the hanging and closing de-
vices to suit the application, function and 
aesthetic intention. A narrow-stile door set 
requires different hardware fittings from 
that of a timber or metal version due to the 
shape and size of the aluminium profiles. 

Due to the possibility of a reduced width of 
the vertical stiles, special narrow backset 
locks and lever handles with oval or angu-
lar roses are fitted to such doors.

Locations
Entrance doors to office buildings, en- 
trances to office suites and a variety of  
other applications.

Door thicknesses range from 55–80 mm.

Hardware proposal for door types
Narrow-stile doors
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FSB’s heavy-duty narrow-stile door fittings
generally have an oval or angular rose and 
an integrated positive mechanism plus 
self-tightening sliding bearings. Attach-
ment is invisible, and carried out using M5 
countersunk screws, screw holes 50 mm 
apart. 

Depending on requirements, it is possi-
ble to choose between simple stops, stops 
with an antitwist capability, stops with 
baseplates, directional and non-directional 
stops, stops fitted straight into the floor or 
those where Rawlplugs are used.

Doorstops

Door closers complement the FSB hard-
ware programme and are of similarly aes-
thetic design and practical functionality. 
Furthermore, they provide a wide range 
of convenient installation and adjustment 
possibilities with the support of supple-
mentary mounting accessories.

Door closersLever handles and locks

Norseal’s wide range of seals for door  
perimeters, bottoms and meeting stiles 
provides an effective acoustic barrier to 
airborne sound for metal door sets. By dis-
creetly sealing the gap around the door, 
rooms can be isolated from noise from 
within the building or outside. In addition  
to acoustic performance, Norseal offers 
seals that seal out wind, rain, fire and 
smoke. 

Seals

CES offers locks for narrow-stile doors – 
designed for euro profile cylinders with 
a backset of 20 to 45 mm and centres 
measuring 92 mm. The locks are available 
with a flat or U-profile forend.

Narrow-stile locks
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BSW – without us it’s not a door. When it comes to wooden, metal or all-
glass doors, you can hardly imagine a situation where BSW cannot offer an 
appropriate hinge solution. Whether it comes from our comprehensive range 
of standard products or is designed and manufactured especially to solve a 
specific problem – high-quality hinges from BSW will make your door move 
smoothly. Made mainly from stainless steel AISI 304 or AISI 316 in various 
finishes – including PVD or powder coating – our hinges are not only man-
ufactured taking carbon footprints into consideration during the production 
process, they also help save valuable resources thanks to their long lifetime.
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BSW products
Hinges

BSW Breuer & Schmitz GmbH & Co. KG,  
a family-owned and -directed company 
founded in 1883, has over 100 years of 
experience in manufacturing hinges.

We supply a comprehensive assortment  
of door hinges for almost any application. 
Our hinges are certified under CE EN 1935 
for fire-rated doors and comply with Cradle 
to Cradle® requirements for environmen- 
tally friendly production. Qualified and 
motivated staff, located in Solingen, Ger-
many, enables us to offer both high-quality 
products and services to our partners in 
trade and industry.

–  Heavy-duty project hinge for flush doors
–  3D adjustable with corresponding frame receiver VZX
–  Maintenance-free concealed bearings
–  Suitable for fire-rated doors > 40 mm thickness
–  DIN non-handed due to reversible pin
–  Cradle to Cradle Certified®, Bronze level
–  Maximum adjusted door weight 200 kg
–  Satin stainless steel AISI 304 (STD) 

Optionally: Steel, zinc-plated colour F1 (GV-F1) 
 Optionally: Satin stainless steel AISI 304, PVD bronze  
(STD-PDVbro)

–  Height 160 mm, knuckle Ø 20 mm, gauge 3 mm

Code:   600251600000620 
Optionally: 600251600000020 
Optionally: 600251600000740

Certification:
CE EN 1935 Grade 14
Certificate no. 0502-BRP-10035

Classification key:
4 | 7 | 7 | 1 | 1 | 4 | 0 | 14

060-25/160 
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BSW products
Heavy-duty hinges

–  3D adjustable frame receiver to suit VZX hinges
–  Adjustment ±3 mm in all directions
–  For wooden frames
–  Cradle to Cradle Certified®, Bronze level
–  Cover plate in satin stainless steel AISI 304 (STD) 

Optionally: Cover plate in steel, zinc-plated colour  
F1 (GV-F1) 
Optionally: Cover plate in satin stainless steel AISI 304,  
PVD bronze (STD-PDVbro)

–  Maximum adjusted door weight 200 kg

Code:  936600000000620 
Optionally: 936600000000020 
Optionally: 936600000000740

VZX 366 

–  Heavy-duty project hinge for flush doors
–  Maintenance-free concealed bearings
–  Suitable for fire-rated doors > 40 mm thickness
–  DIN non-handed due to reversible pin
–  Cradle to Cradle Certified®, Bronze level
–  Maximum adjusted door weight 200 kg
–  Satin stainless steel AISI 304 (STD) 

Optionally: Steel, zinc-plated colour F1 (GV-F1) 
Optionally: Satin stainless steel AISI 304, PVD bronze  
(STD-PDVbro)

–  Height 160 mm, width 90 mm, knuckle Ø 20 mm,  
gauge 3 mm

Code:   600071600000620
Optionally: 600071600000020
Optionally: 600071600000740

Certification:
CE EN 1935 Grade 14
Certificate no. 0502-BRP-10035

Classification key:
4 | 7 | 7 | 1 | 1 | 4 | 0 | 14

060-7/160 
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BSW products
Heavy-duty hinges

–  Extra heavy-duty project hinge for very heavy flush doors
–  Maintenance-free concealed bearings
–  Suitable for fire-rated doors > 50 mm thickness
–  DIN non-handed due to reversible pin
–  Cradle to Cradle Certified®, Bronze level
–  Maximum adjusted door weight 300 kg
–  Satin stainless steel AISI 304 (STD) 

Optionally: Steel, zinc-plated colour F1 (GV-F1) 
Optionally: Satin stainless steel AISI 304, PVD bronze  
(STD-PDVbro)

–  Height 160 mm, width 110 mm, knuckle Ø 20 mm, 
gauge 4 mm

Code:   950071601100620
Optionally: 950071601100020
Optionally: 950071601100740

Certification:
 CE EN 1935 Grade 14
Certificate no. 0502-BRP-10035
 
Classification key:
4 | 7 | 7 | 1 | 1 | 4 | 0 | 14

090-7/160 
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BSW products
Glass-door hinges

–  3-knuckle hinge for all-glass doors on flush frames 
–  3D adjustable with corresponding frame receiver VZX
–  Maintenance-free concealed bearings
–  DIN non-handed due to reversible pin
–  Cradle to Cradle Certified®, Bronze level
–  Maximum adjusted door weight 80 kg
–  Glass thickness 8–10 mm
–  Available with rounded or square corners
–  Optional cover for counterplates
–  Satin stainless steel AISI 304 (STD) 

Optionally: Steel, zinc-plated colour F1 (GV-F1) 
Optionally: Satin stainless steel AISI 304, PVD bronze  
(STD-PDVbro)

–  Height 100 mm, knuckle Ø 20 mm, gauge 3 mm

Code:   600501000000620
Optionally: 600501000000020
Optionally: 600501000000740
 
Certification:
CE EN 1935 Grade 11
Certificate no. 0502-BRP-10035

Classification key:
3 | 7 | 4 | 1 | 1 | 4 | 0 | 11

–  3-knuckle hinge for all-glass doors 
–  Can be fixed to frame or wall
–  Maintenance-free concealed bearings
–  DIN non-handed due to reversible pin
–  Cradle to Cradle Certified®, Bronze level
–  Maximum adjusted door weight 80 kg
–  Glass thickness 8–10 mm
–  Available with rounded or square corners
–  Optional cover for counterplates
–  Satin stainless steel AISI 304 (STD) 

Optionally: Steel, zinc-plated colour F1 (GV-F1) 
Optionally: Satin stainless steel AISI 304, PVD bronze  
(STD-PDVbro)

–  Height 100 mm, knuckle Ø 20 mm, gauge 3 mm

Code:   600621000000620
Optionally: 600621000000020
Optionally: 600621000000740

Certification:
CE EN 1935 Grade 11
Certificate no. 0502-BRP-10035

Classification key:
3 | 7 | 4 | 1 | 1 | 4 | 0 | 11

060-50/100 

060-62/100 
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BSW products
Glass-door hinges

–  3-knuckle hinge for all-glass doors on glass wall
–  Slim knuckle with maintenance-free bearings
–  With NRP (non-removable pin) grub screw
–  DIN non-handed 
–  Cradle to Cradle Certified®, Bronze level
–  Maximum adjusted door weight 80 kg
–  Glass thickness 8–10 mm
–  Satin stainless steel AISI 304 (STD) 

Optionally: Steel, zinc-plated colour F1 (GV-F1) 
Optionally: Satin stainless steel AISI 304, PVD bronze  
(STD-PDVbro)

–  Height 102 mm, knuckle Ø 15 mm, gauge 3 mm

Code:   219801020001620
Optionally: 219801020001020
Optionally: 21981020001740

Certification:
CE EN 1935 Grade 11
 Certificate no. 0502-BRP-10035

Classification key:
3 | 7 | 4 | 1 | 1 | 4 | 0 | 11

002-198 

–  3-knuckle hinge for all-glass doors on flush frames
–  Slim knuckle with maintenance-free bearings
–  With NRP (non-removable pin) grub screw
–  DIN non-handed 
–  Cradle to Cradle Certified®, Bronze level
–  Maximum adjusted door weight 80 kg
–  Glass thickness 8–10 mm
–  Satin stainless steel AISI 304 (STD) 

Optionally: Steel, zinc-plated colour F1 (GV-F1) 
Optionally: Satin stainless steel AISI 304, PVD bronze  
(STD-PDVbro)

–  Height 102 mm, knuckle Ø 15 mm, gauge 3 mm

Code:   219901020001620
Optionally: 219901020001020
Optionally: 21991020001740

Certification:
CE EN 1935 Grade 11
Certificate no. 0502-BRP-10035

Classification key:
3 | 7 | 4 | 1 | 1 | 4 | 0 | 11

002-199 
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BSW products
Concealed hinges

–  Concealed door hinge
–  3D adjustable
–  Solid body made of die-cast zinc
–  Suitable for doors 28 mm thick or more
–  Load capacity 65 kg with three hinges
–  180-degree door opening
–  Depth only 21 mm
–  Easy to assemble thanks to symmetrical moulding,  

centric up to 34 mm door thickness
–  Maintenance-free
–  Suitable for fire-rated doors 
–  UL certificate number 20190124-R39736
–  Colour F1-laquered (GV-F1) 

Optionally: Black matt-laquered (BV) 
Optionally: White-laquered (WE)

Certification: 
UL certificate number 20190124-R39736

Code:   710651280220020
Optionally: 710651280220120
Optionally: 710651280220080

–  Concealed door hinge
–  3D adjustable
–  Solid body made of die-cast zinc
–  Suitable for doors 38 mm thick or more
–  Load capacity 120 kg with three hinges
–  180-degree door opening
–  Optimised for claddings or baseboards 

up to 15.5 mm
–  Easy to assemble thanks to symmetrical moulding,  

centric up to 46 mm door thickness
–  Maintenance-free
–  Suitable for fire-rated doors 
–  Stainless steel look (NDS) 

Optionally: Colour F1-laquered (GV-F1) 
Optionally: Black matt-laquered (BV)

Code:   711201600240160
Optionally: 711201600240020
Optionally: 711201600240120

Certification:
UL certificate number 20190124-R39736
 CE under ETA 18/0657 based on EAD 020001-01-0405

Classification key:
3 | 7 | 4 | 1 | 1 | 3 | 0 | 11

128-65

160-120
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Locking systems made to measure. Established in 1840, CES today is one  
of the leading manufacturers of mechanical, mechatronic and electronic 
locking systems for public and industrial buildings. CES locking systems  
secure any door.
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CES products
Locks and locking systems

The right locking system for all areas of 
application

We all do it – every day and everywhere: 
how often does a key unlock a door or open 
a garage door or letter box in the course of 
a day? To go with our FSB fittings, we rec-
ommend keys and lock cylinders by CES, 
guarantors of security in all domains. Up  
to 120 individual parts, made with great 
engineering precision, ensure the utmost 
in locking convenience. Security and con-
venience play a decisive part in all avenues 
of life, be it at home, on a football pitch  
or in a luxury hotel. Get in touch with us!

Master key systems

One key for all: a locking system is used 
whenever more than one door is to be 
locked and unlocked. Locking systems  
can also serve as an organisational tool 
since they allow the implementation of  
hierarchically structured access authori- 
zations. A locking system should always  
be planned in close cooperation between 
the developer and planning office. Only this 
will ensure that an ideal structure is found 
that affords the flexibility to make changes  
and extensions even years after its initial 
installation. Which type of locking system  
is installed depends on the specific re-
quirements.

ANSI cylinders, Euro profile cylinders and 
international standards under one master 
key system

CES offers ANSI SFIC and Euro profile  
cylinders under one master key system. 
Key systems are also available for furni-
ture, padlocks, cam cylinders, etc.

Special cylinders

Dual action cylinder no. 8710
The dual action function allows the cylin-
der to be operated with one key, while  
another key is inserted on the other side  
of the cylinder.

Cylinder with janitor function no. 810/59
The master key operates bolt and latch.  
A single key operates the latch only. For  
hotel interconnecting doors, schools, etc.

Anti-barricade cylinder no. 815/140
It can be used to unlock the door even if 
the turn is being blocked inside.

Classroom cylinder no. 815/141
The turn on the inside can never throw or 
activate the deadbolt. In case of emergen-
cy, the turn will always unlock the door 
from inside.

Profile insert no. 802/30
Basic length 55 mm. Inside with knob/oth-
er side with coin, screwdriver, etc. (emer-
gency function).

Cogwheel cylinder no. 815/51
Suitable for various panic function and 
multipoint locks where a freely rotating 
cam is required. Available for different  
profile cylinders and numbers of cogs.

Knob cylinders
The design of knobs can likewise be adapt-
ed and custom-picked when choosing a 
knob cylinder. A selection of designs are  
shown here.
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Cylinder finishes

Cylinders are available in a wide range  
of finishes, for example, satin nickel- 
plated, polished brass, polished chrome- 
plated, satin chrome-plated, dark bronzed, 
polished gold-plated, stainless steel, oil- 
rubbed, white-lacquered finishes and 
many others. Upon request, both cylinder 
halves can also be supplied in different 
finishes.

You can make your choice to match your 
FSB fittings, thus ensuring your scheme is 
reflected in all your components – or not,  
if you prefer.

The CES Look & Feel range

The trend in door fittings and lever handles 
is increasingly calling for understated dark 
tones with specially finished matt surfaces.

CES products
Cylinder finishes

1 2 3 4 5 6

 1   Midnight Black C690 (FSB 0810)

 2   Dawn Bronze C660 (FSB 0710)

3   Sunset Bronze C640 (FSB 0410)

4   Dusk Grey C680

 5   Rising Bronze C650 (FSB 0510)

 5   Moonlight Silver C670

CES-matched FSB finish codes

CES code CES description FSB code FSB description
C690 Midnight Black Unicolour 0810 Blasted Aluminium Black
C692 Midnight Black Unicolour 0810 Blasted Aluminium Black
C680 Dusk Grey Unicolour – –
C682 Dusk Grey Bicolour – –
C670 Moonlight Silver Unicolour – –
C672 Moonlight Silver Bicolour – –
C660 Dawn Bronze Unicolour 0710 Blasted Aluminium Dark Bronze
C662 Dawn Bronze Bicolour 0710 Blasted Aluminium Dark Bronze
C650 Rising Bronze Unicolour 0510 Blasted Aluminium Medium Bronze
C652 Rising Bronze Bicolour 0510 Blasted Aluminium Medium Bronze
C640 Sunset Bronze Unicolour 0410 Blasted Aluminium Bronze
C642 Sunset Bronze Bicolour 0410 Blasted Aluminium Bronze
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CES products
Profile cylinders

System SP

System DU

System WD

Conventional key system with softline  
profile

–  3.5 mm nickel silver key, the most  
resistant key on the market

– Multiple paracentric profile
–  High security key, key duplication  

almost impossible
–  Available as 5-pin, 6-pin and 7-pin  

system
–  Basic length from 55 mm, suitable for 

glass doors
–  ANSI, European and other international 

standards available
– Patent protected until 2030

High security system with 3D double  
undercut

–  3.5 mm nickel silver key, with the double 
undercut technology

–  3D key profile, the highest level of key  
protection

–  Combination of vertical/lateral pins, with 
optional spring-enabled lateral blocking bar

–  Available in combination with CES  
OMEGA FLEX access control products

– Available as 5-pin and 6-pin system
–  Basic length from 55 mm, suitable for 

glass doors
–  ANSI, European and other international 

standards available
– Patent protected until 2031

Vertical reversible key system

–  Reversible key system with vertical key 
insertion

–  3D key based on the CES double under-
cut technology

– Available as 5-pin and 6-pin system
–  Highest level of cylinder and key protec-

tion due to the most advanced inter- 
national standards

–  CES unique locking bar protection based 
on a 90° spring-loaded deflection concept

–  4 horizontal pins scan the correct lateral 
encoding of the inserted key

– Patent protected until 2031
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CES products
Profile cylinders

SFIC cylinder  
(6240)

Double cylinder  
(810)

Knob set cylinder  
(6227)

Knob cylinder  
(815)

Mortise cylinder  
(5875)

Cam cylinder  
(5558/30)

Rim cylinder   
(30)

Cylinder padlock
(215N)

International

Euro profile

ANSI

UK oval double cylinder
(710)

Scandinavian cylinder
(5746)

Scandinavian round 
cylinder (5999/91)

Swiss double cylinder
(610)
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CES products
Mechatronic solutions

CES OMEGA FLEX is suited for every  
organisation

CEStronics offers a range of time- and 
identity-based access control solutions. 
Using state-of-the-art radio and trans- 
ponder technology, CEStronics products 
afford superior flexibility in the design of 
access authorisations that offer a maxi-
mum level of security.

The electronic access control system CES 
OMEGA FLEX is a prime example of user- 
friendly access management in offices, 
commercial operations and industrial 
facilities. Whatever the door situation,  
the mechatronic CES OMEGA FLEX com-
ponents – from battery-operated locking 
cylinders and fittings through to wall ter- 
minals – can be easily installed without 
expensive alteration measures.

The electronic access control system  
CES OMEGA FLEX is user-friendly:
– No wiring at the door
– Power supply with long-life battery
– Innovative energy management
–  Safe protection against burglary attempts
– Weather-resistant
– Fast and simple fitting

Electronic cylinder range

ID card

Locking medium with 
combination key

Locking medium key fob

Wall terminal

RFID furniture lockLong shield | Smart shield
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9100 series –  Anti-panic function ‘E’
–  Anti-thrust latch as mechanical latch bolt blocking  

mechanism
–  Prepared for Euro profile cylinder
–  Centre distance 72 mm, backset 55 mm (60, 65  

and 80 mm)
–  Bushed TENAX clamp follower 8 mm, sintered steel
–  Forend 24 (20) × 235 mm, flush (rebated) doors, edged 

or rounded, satin stainless steel 1.4301 (AISI 304)
–  Galvanised, blue-lacquered lock case
–  Triple latch bolt sintered steel, nickel-plated
–  Solid deadbolt steel, nickel-plated, single throw (20 mm)
–  Striking plate 0522, edged or rounded, satin stainless 

steel, non-handed
–  Screws included

CES products
Premium class locks

Classification

EN 179 3 | 7 | 7 | B | 1 | 3 | 5 | 2 | A | B

EN 12209 3 |  X | 8 | 1 | 0 | G | 2 | B | A | 3 | 0

CE marking Approved product, 
 certificate no. 0432-CPR-00292-01,
 0432-CPR-00292-02

Certifire Approved product, certificate no. CF 5418

Fire safety Successful fire test to BS EN 1634-1
  Timber door for 30, 60, 90 and 120  

minutes
  Steel door for 30, 60, 90, 120 and 240  

minutes

Intumescent lock pack (not included in delivery)

Required  For use on 60-, 90- and 120-minute timber 
fire doors

Not required  For use on 30-minute timber fire doors and  
 steel fire doors

Certifire is a registered trademark of EXOVA 
WARRINGTON

Mortise bathroom lock for single-leaf fire-rated Premium class doors
(other locks for fire protection doors and escape routes available) 
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CES products
Special locks

With roller latch with large lock case 
including striking plate

With hook latch including striking plate

Medium version

With roller latch with small lock case 
including striking plate

With shoot bolt guide behind the forend

Heavy-duty version

Swing door lock (4530)

Swing door lock (5830)

Lock with transmission bar (7737)

Swing door lock (4700)

Swing door lock (9003)

Lock with transmission bar (9034)
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CES products
Locks for narrow-stile doors

Available 25 mm one-turn, bolt space 15 mm
backsets  30/35/40/45 mm special two-turn,  

bolt space 25 mm

Distance 92 mm

Follower 8 mm

Forend  24 × 255 mm edged 
galvanised, silver-lacquered 
Stainless steel 
Plastic-coated

Latch bolt Steel nickel-plated

Deadbolt Steel nickel-plated

Striking plate art.-no. 5729, art.-no. 2524 (6/8/10/12 mm)

5434 Mortise lock with transmission bar

Available 20, 26, 30 mm only one-turn, 
backsets  bolt space 15 mm

Distance 92 mm

Follower 8 mm

Forend  24 × 245 mm edged 
galvanised, silver-lacquered 
Stainless steel 
Plastic-coated

Latch bolt Steel nickel-plated

Deadbolt Steel nickel-plated

Striking plate art.-no. 5729, art.-no. 2524 (6/8/10/12 mm)

5834 Mortise lock with transmission bar
(medium version)
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FSB is a byword for quality ‘Made in Germany’. We have been setting
standards in the design and functioning of fittings for doors and windows
for over 140 years now. We get together with noted architects and designers 
such as Jasper Morrison or David Chipperfield, to deliver well-conceived, 
top-quality solutions coordinated to suit all fitment scenarios.

FSB CPDs 

FSB now has two new RIBA-approved 
CPDs. The first is ‘Specifying high-perfor-
mance door furniture designs’ and the 
second is ‘Specifying high-performance 
door furniture and finishes’. FSB CPDs 
provide an overview of how a German 
company manufactures ironmongery.  
They help architects and designers gain a 
better understanding of what materials are 
available for door furniture and how the 
design industry meets EU standards. With 
this information, architects and designers  
can confidently specify materials to suit  
a given building environment. 

Specifying high-performance door  
furniture designs 

–  How the design industry manufactures 
ironmongery in accordance with EU 
standards, the difference between 
standard and high-performing products

–  Understanding the manufacturing  
processes for aluminium and stainless 
steel 

–  Understanding the advantages and  
disadvantages of each material 

–  Evaluating troubleshooting approaches 
with the aid of case studies  

Specifying high-performance door  
furniture and finishes 

–  What materials are available for door 
furniture, i.e. aluminium, stainless steel 
and bronze 

–  How to analyse and compare the differ-
ences between each of these materials

–  Understanding the advantages and  
disadvantages of each finish 

–  Evaluating case studies to determine  
the selection of materials and finishes 
for different settings and environments
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FSB products
FSB materials and finishes

  FSB 0105 Aluminium Natural-Colour Anodised 
  FSB 6217 Aluminium Scumble-Lacquered Stainless Steel

  FSB 6204 Stainless Steel

  FSB 7615 Bronze Light Patinated Waxed
  FSB 6218 Bronze Scumble-Lacquered Stainless Steel

–  Non-corroding lightweight metal with a 
long service life

–  Pure smelted alloys as per DIN 172
–  Diverse stains and finishes

–  Corrosion-resistant and easy care
–  High-quality nickel chromium steel,  

material no. 1.4301 as per DIN 17440
–  Fine matt variant with unmistakably  

linear brushed effect
–  In a polished variant as an environmen-

tally conscious alternative
– Impervious to bumps and scratches

–  Copper-tin alloy comprising 92 % copper 
and 8 % tin

–  99.9 % of bacteria destroyed within two 
hours

–  Best in period building

0105

6204

7615
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6217 0105 6217

62046204 6204

76156218 6218
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0105
Polished Silver, Anodised

0205
Satin, Anodised

FSB products
A harmonised colour concept for FSB and CES

When what’s on the inside and outside 
both matter: some projects require not 
only high-quality door fittings but also 
high-quality locks that visually match the 
fittings – often coordinated with the design 
elements in the room as well. FSB and  
CES offer a number of such finishes.

0410 
Bronze Colour, Anodised

0510 
Medium Bronze Colour, Anodised (C33)

0710 
Dark Bronze Colour, Anodised (C34)

0810 
Black, Anodised (C35)

Aluminium
Anodised smooth finish

CES cylinder, lock forend and strike plate – to match the FSB Aluminium finishes

Aluminium
Blasted velvety matt finish
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6204 
Brushed Satin Matt

6205 
Polished

Stainless Steel Bronze

7615 
Light, Patinated and Waxed

7625 
Dark, Patinated and Waxed

6210
Brass-coloured PVD Coating

6208
Black Matt PVD Coating

CES cylinder, lock forend and strike 
plate – to match the FSB Stainless 
Steel and Bronze finishes
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FSB products
Door handle models

1005 

1021 1023 

1058 1045 1051 

1076 1070 1075 

1093 1102 

1035 

1078 

1108 1106 1107 

1016 1015 

1004 1001 1003 
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1254 

1226 1183 1232 

1241 1242 1244 

1251 1246 

1267 1285 1271 

1147 1159 

1160 1163 1176 

1146 

1144 1119 1135 

 Aluminium 
 Stainless steel 
 Bronze
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FSB products
Customised product configuration

The new FSB adaptor system allows you 
to put together fitting configurations 
based on the kit-system line. You can 
order the desired products as a set (com-
plete package) or compile the respective 
individual parts based on your specific 
requirements.

Keep in mind that some products are not 
available as a complete set. The following 
sets and individual components are 
available.

FSB ASL® kit – individual parts for
configuring an FSB ASL® set

– For all types of buildings
– Turnably fixed bearing with adaptor
– Positive mechanism type A
– Certified under EN 1906 Grade 4
– Stainless steel-reinforced base
– M5 stainless steel fixing
– Operating angle up to 45 
–  Non-handed; can be used on right-hand 

or left-hand doors
–  20 mm door thickness increments,  

door thickness can be adjusted
–  Available as set and as individual parts
– Through-fixing or face fixing
– Quick installation
– Concealed handle bushing
–  Fire resistance in accordance with 

EN 1634-1
 * Testing in accordance with EN 1634-1
** Aluminium and stainless steel only

Classification key:
4 | 7 | – | B* | 1 | 5** | 0 | A

–  Tested internally at FSB:  
1,000,000 operating cycles

– EN 1906 Grade 4 
– Spring-assisted

Doorknobs for lever/knob set
(back-to-back fixing)

Roses for lever/lever and WC set

Long backplates for lever/lever 
and WC set (oval and angular)

Short backplates for lever/lever 
and WC set (oval and angular)

Short/long backplates  
for lever/knob set

FSB ASL® bearing
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FSB roses and backplates kit –  
individual parts

Plug-in handles for doors 
and windows

Short/long backplates with visible fixing 
for lever/knob set

Security fittings

Cut roses with 
visible fixing

Cut backplates with visible fixing

Flush-fitted rosesDoorknobs for lever/knob set
(face fixing)

Broad backplates

Short/long backplates with visible fixing 
for lever/lever set

Angular/oval window handles
Lockable angular/oval window handles

Roses and backplates for  
narrow-stile doors

The FSB ASL® individual parts and roses 
and backplates shown can be combined 
with all of the FSB door handle designs  
on the previous page.
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FSB products
Door closers with standard arm

88 9108 00001 (FSB TS 20)
–  Closing force EN 2/3/5
–  Maximum door width = 1,250 mm
–  Maximum adjusted door weight  

= 100* kg
–  Maximum door opening angle = 180°
–  Closing force adjustable by moving the 

door closer
–  Latching speed and closing speed  

continuously adjustable
–  Back-check constant
–  Non-handed installation
– Incl. stainless steel cover
–  Suitable for fire and smoke control doors, 

tested according to EN 1154 A
–  Mounting height only 41 mm
–  Weight: 1,320 g

88 9110 00001 (FSB TS 50)
–  Closing force EN 2 – 6
–  Maximum door width = 1,400 mm
–  Maximum adjusted door weight  

= 120* kg
–  Maximum door opening angle = 180°
–  Closing force continuously adjustable
–  Latching speed and closing speed  

continuously adjustable
–  Back-check constant
–  Non-handed installation
–  Incl. stainless steel cover
–  Suitable for fire and smoke control doors, 

tested according to EN 1154 A
–  Mounting height only 41 mm
–  Weight: 1,280 g

Additional components:
88 9113 00002 (Mounting plate)
88 9113 00003 (Mounting plate)
88 9114 00001 (Under-lintel angle)
88 9116 00001 (Angle bracket)
88 9116 00002 (Angle bracket)
88 9117 00001 (Adaptor profile)
88 9120 00001 (Hold-open arm)

Certification:
CE Certificate
EN 1154
EN 1634-1

Classification key:
4 | 8 | 2 | 3 | 5 | 1 | 1 | 3  (88 9108 00001)
4 | 8 | 2 | – | 6 | 1 | 1 | 4  (88 9110 00001)

88 9108 00001  EN 2/3/5

88 9110 00001  EN 2–6

88 9110 00001 88 9108 00001

*  Test-door weight recommended by 
the Materials Testing Institute (MPA)
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FSB products
Door closers with slide rail

88 9109 00001 (FSB TS 41)
–  Closing force EN 1–4
– Maximum door width = 1,100 mm
–  Maximum adjusted door weight = 80* kg 
–  Maximum door opening angle = 180°
–  Closing force continuously adjustable
–  Latching speed and closing speed  

continuously adjustable
–  Back-check fixed
–  Non-handed installation
–  Incl. stainless steel full cover **
–  Suitable for fire and smoke control  

doors, tested according to EN 1154 A
–  Mounting height only 41 mm
–  Weight: 1,380 g

88 9111 00001 (FSB TS 61 EN 2–5)
–  Closing force EN 2–5
–  Maximum door width = 1,250 mm
–  Maximum adjusted door weight  

= 100* kg
–  Maximum door opening angle = 180°
–  Closing force continuously adjustable
–  Latching speed, closing speed and 

back-check continuously adjustable
–  Non-handed installation
–  Incl. stainless steel full cover**
–  Suitable for fire and smoke control doors, 

tested according to EN 1154 A
–  Mounting height with mounting plate  

only 49 mm

88 9111 00002 (FSB TS 61 EN 5–6)
–  Closing force EN 5–6
–  Maximum door width = 1,400 mm
–  Maximum adjusted door weight  

= 120* kg
–  Maximum door opening angle = 180°
–  Closing force continuously adjustable
–  Latching speed, closing speed and back-

check continuously adjustable
–  Non-handed installation
–  Incl. stainless steel full cover**
–  Suitable for fire and smoke control doors, 

tested according to EN 1154 A
–  Mounting height with mounting plate  

only 49 mm

88 9109 00001  EN 1–4

88 91 1 1 00001  EN 2–5

88 91 1 1 00002  EN 5–6

6217 Aluminium 6218 Bronze 6204 Stainless Steel

*   Test-door weight recommended by the 
Materials Testing Institute (MPA)

**     6217/6218: Scumble-Lacquered 
Stainless Steel full cover 
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Additional components:
88 9113 00001 (Mounting plate)
88 9113 00002 (Mounting plate)
88 9114 00002 (Under-lintel angle)
88 9114 00003 (Under-lintel angle)
88 9115 00001 (Under-lintel angle)
88 9118 00001 (Mechanical hold-open)
88 9119 00001 ( Mechanically adjustable 

opening limit)

Certification:
CE Certificate
EN 1154
EN 1634-1

Classification key:
4 | 8 | 1 | – | 4 | 1 | 1 | 3  (88 9109 00001)
4 | 8 | 2 | – | 5 | 1 | 1 | 4  (88 9111 00001)
4 | 8 | 5 | – | 6 | 1 | 1 | 4  (88 9111 00002)

88 9109 00001

56

21.5

104.7

112.5

459

243

189

98

44.5

36

88 9111 00001 | 00002

102
62.4

49

36

21.5

104.7 459

189

105  88 9111 00001: 287
 88 9111 00002: 267

 Aluminium 
 Stainless steel 
 Bronze
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FSB products
Door closers, concealed mounting in door/frame

88 9112 00001 (FSB TS 10 EN 1–4)
–  Closing force EN 1–4 (with closing force 

display, continuously adjustable)
–  Maximum door width = 1,100 mm
–  Door opening angle (depends on notch 

in door): 140–165°
–  Latching speed continuously adjustable
–  Closing speed continuously adjustable
–  Non-handed installation
–  Suitable for fire and smoke control  

doors (not for head mounting on hinge- 
opposite side, concealed), tested to EN 
1154 A

–  For use in wooden doors, profile narrow- 
stile doors made of aluminium/steel and 
doors made of sheet steel starting from 
≤ 40 mm door thickness, only 30 mm 
depth

88 9112 00002 (FSB ITS 10 EN 2–5)
–  Closing force EN 2–5 (with closing force 

display, continuously adjustable)
–  Maximum door width = 1,250 mm
–  Door opening angle (depends on notch 

in door): 140–165°
–  Latching speed continuously adjustable
–  Closing speed continuously adjustable
–  Non-handed installation
–  Suitable for fire and smoke control  

doors (not for head mounting on hinge- 
opposite side, concealed), tested to EN 
1154 A

–  For use in wooden doors, profile narrow- 
stile doors made of aluminium/steel and 
doors made of sheet steel starting from 
≤ 40 mm door thickness, only 30 mm 
depth

Certification:
CE Certificate
EN 1154
EN 1634-1

Classification key:
3 | 8 | 1 | – | 4 | 1 | 1 | 4  (88 9112 00001)
3 | 8 | 2 | – | 5 | 1 | 1 | 4  (88 9112 00002)

88 9112 00001   EN 1–4

88 9112 00002  EN 2–5
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FSB products
Concealed-bearing butt hinges

88 9107 00001 ( FSB 14-4030-Z, 101 ×  76  mm)
88 9107 00002 ( FSB 14-4035-Z, 101 ×  89  mm)
88 9107 00003 ( FSB 14-4040-Z, 101 ×  101  mm)
88 9107 00004 ( FSB 14-4540-Z, 114 ×  101  mm)
88 9107 00005 ( FSB 14-5030-Z, 127 ×  76  mm)
88 9107 00006 ( FSB 14-5035-Z, 127 ×  89  mm)
88 9107 00007 ( FSB 14-5040-Z, 127 ×  101  mm)

– Diameter: 14 mm
– Thickness: 3 mm
– Hole pattern: Z-shape
– 12 mm radius corners
–  Loading capacity (EN 1935 Grade 14)*: 160 kg
–  Supplied with 8 ea. 5 × 50 mm countersunk screws per 

hinge, screw heads in same colour as hinge

Certification:
CE Certificate
EN 1935
EN 1670
EN 1634

Classification key:
4 | 7 | 7 | 1 | 1 | 3 | 1 | 14

88 9107 

* Two hinges per leaf (1 × 2 m)

88 9106 00001 (FSB 14-4030-C, 101 ×  76  mm)
88 9106 00002 (FSB 14-4035-C, 101 ×  89  mm)
88 9106 00003 (FSB 14-4040-C, 101 ×  101  mm)
88 9106 00004 (FSB 14-4540-C, 114 ×  101  mm)
88 9106 00005 (FSB 14-5030-C, 127 ×  76  mm)
88 9106 00006 (FSB 14-5035-C, 127 ×  89  mm)
88 9106 00007 (FSB 14-5040-C, 127 ×  101  mm)

– Diameter: 14 mm
– Thickness: 3 mm
– Hole pattern: C-shape
– Square corners
–  Loading capacity (EN 1935 Grade 14)*: 160 kg
–  Supplied with 8 M5 × 12 mm countersunk screws per 

hinge, screw heads in same colour as hinge

Certification:
CE Certificate
EN 1935
EN 1670
EN 1634

Classification key:
4 | 7 | 7 | 1 | 1 | 3 | 1 | 14

88 9106 
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 Aluminium 
 Stainless steel 
 Bronze

Design: seamless hinge design

– Elegant, minimalistic, clean

Structure: single compact unit

–  Strong stainless steel unit around  
the bearing with a thickness of 8 mm 
(top/bottom) and 2 mm (side)

–  Design provides extra security and pre-
vents the hinge being prised

–  No risk of cover cap becoming detached 
and pin falling out after low to medium 
usage

–  No misalignment of components after 
usage (e.g. hinge bearings or pin used  
in regular butt hinges)

Ball bearing: patented concealed ball  
bearing unit

–  The ball bearing works in all directions 
(radial/axial) and ensures a well-balanced 
door

–  Ball bearing perfectly embedded in the 
hinge unit

Performance: self-lubricating bearing  
(grease- and oil-free)

–  No grease leakage after usage
–  No bacteria can settle down in the grease
–  No dirt on the doors
– Maintenance-free
–  1 million cycle tested (e.g. 100 openings/ 

day > 27 years)

Weight: for adjusted door weight of  
160 kg to EN 1935

–  The hinge can be used on heavier doors
–  In many cases two hinges per door will be 

sufficient

User comfort: < 1 nm resistance to opening

–  Less friction when using the door to  
ensure easier opening (e.g. for children 
or the elderly!)

Production – produced by innovative 
technology

–  Lower tolerances in the components due 
to automation and innovative technology

Warranty

– 50-year warranty
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For almost a century now, HELM has provided high-quality sliding solutions 
 ‘Made in Germany’ for all kinds of sliding gear applications. As a brand of 
Woelm GmbH based in Heiligenhaus, we develop, manufacture and distrib-
ute sliding systems worldwide – from cupboard doors to very heavy gates 
up to 8,000 kg.

Providing solutions, not just products

Our mission is to find the perfect solution 
for each customer – either from our modu-
lar system with a wide range of compo-
nents or by constructing custom solutions 
tailored to the specific application. In  
order to meet our own standards, we ad-
vise architects, distributors, joiners, fabri-
cators and others and support them in  
design and execution, so that all require-
ments of a modern building are fully met.

The following pages show a limited selec-
tion of HELM solutions for interior sliding 
doors made of timber or glass, partition 
walls, heavy curtains, sliding shutters and 
special applications.
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HELM products
Sliding door systems for timber and glass doors | MK series

Ceiling installationWall installation Wall pocket installation

HELM MK-L 80 for timber/glass doors up to 80 kg

HELM MK-M 140 for timber/glass doors up to 140 kg

HELM MK-S 200/300 for timber doors up to 200/300 kg

Application
1-/2-leaf straight running, 2-/3-leaf tele-
scopic, folding doors

Installation
On the wall, under the ceiling, into a wall 
pocket

Track length
2,000 mm, 2,500 mm, 3,000 mm,  
4,000 mm, 6,000 mm, made to measure

Track material/finish
Aluminium/EV1 silver anodised, stainless 
steel effect, RAL 9005 dull black, other 
colours on request

Components
Trolleys with ball bearings for heavy-duty 
performance, end stops, guiding pieces, 
SmartStops, door closers

Certification
DIN EN 1527, EPD (Environmental  
Product Declaration) as per ISO 14025  
and EN 15804 available
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HELM MK-S 200 H 111HELM MK-M 140 H 114HELM MK-L 80 H 114

HELM MK-S 300 H 122HELM MK-M 140 H 122HELM MK-L 80 H 110

HELM MK-M 140 G 130HELM MK-M 140 H 131HELM MK-M 140 H 130

HELM MK-M 140 G 169HELM MK-M 140 H 129HELM MK-L 80 H 129

For leaves up to 80 kg, wall installation with 
spacer profile and pelmet

For leaves up to 80 kg, ceiling installation

For leaves up to 80 kg, wall pocket  
installation

For 2 leaves up to 140 kg/leaf, telescopic 
sliding, ceiling installation

For leaves up to 140 kg, wall installation 
with spacer profile and pelmet

For leaves up to 140 kg, minimal headroom 
(ME-A), ceiling installation

For leaves up to 140 kg, wall pocket  
installation

For 3 leaves up to 140 kg/leaf, telescopic 
sliding, ceiling installation

For leaves up to 200 kg, wall installation 
with wall bracket

For leaves up to 300 kg, minimal headroom 
(ME-A), ceiling installation

For leaves up to 140 kg, wall pocket  
installation

For 2 leaves up to 140 kg/leaf, telescopic 
sliding, ceiling installation
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HELM products
Sliding door systems for timber and glass doors | GT series

Ceiling installation with fixed panelWall installation Flush ceiling installation

HELM GT-L 80 for glass/timber doors up to 80 kg

HELM GT-S 150 for glass/timber doors up to 150 kg

Application
1-/2-leaf straight running, optional with 
fixed panel

Installation
On the wall, under the ceiling, on a glass 
wall

Track length
2,000 mm, 2,500 mm, 3,000 mm,  
4,000 mm, made to measure

Track material/finish
Aluminium/EV1 silver anodised, stainless 
steel effect, RAL 9005 dull black, other 
colours on request

Components
Trolleys with ball bearings for heavy-duty 
performance, end stops, guiding pieces,
SmartStops

Certification
DIN EN 1527, EPD (Environmental  
Product Declaration) as per ISO 14025 
and EN 15804 available
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HELM GT-L 80 G 438HELM GT-S 150 G 412HELM GT-L 80 G 412

HELM GT-S 150 G 432HELM GT-S 150 G 413HELM GT-L 80 G 413

HELM GT-S 150 G 439HELM GT-S 150 H 439HELM GT-S 150 G 439

For leaves up to 80 kg, wall installation

For leaves up to 80 kg, ceiling installation

For leaves up to 150 kg, flush ceiling  
installation

For leaves up to 150 kg, wall installation

For leaves up to 150 kg, ceiling installation

For leaves up to 150 kg, flush ceiling  
installation

For leaves up to 80 kg, fanlight installation

For leaves up to 150 kg, ceiling installation 
with fixed panel

For leaves up to 150 kg, flush ceiling  
installation with fixed panel
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HELM products
Sliding door systems for timber and glass doors | Design series

GironaComo Cadiz

HELM Como for timber/glass doors up to 100 kg

HELM Girona for timber/glass doors up to 100 kg

HELM Cadiz for timber/glass doors up to 120 kg

Application
1-/2-leaf straight running

Installation
On the wall, under the ceiling,  
on a glass wall

Track length
1,940 mm, 2,140 mm, 2,340 mm,  
2,540 mm, made to measure

Track material
Stainless steel

Components
Trolleys, end stops, guiding pieces

Certification
DIN EN 1527 (200,000 cycles)

Como Girona Cadiz
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HELM products
Sliding door systems for cupboards

HELM 25 for doors up to 28 kg

HELM 28 1/2 for doors up to 30 kg

HELM 28 for doors up to 30 kg

HELM 54 for doors up to 50 kg

HELM 64 for doors up to 80 kg

HELM 260 for doors up to 80 kg

Application
1-/2-leaf straight running

Installation
Enclosed (HELM 25 to 64), semi-enclosed 
(HELM 25 to 64), front-mounted (HELM 
260)

Leaf thickness
Max. 20 mm (HELM 25), max. 28 mm 
(HELM 28 to 260)

HELM 260

Front-mounted installation

HELM 25 / 28 / 28 1/2 / 54 / 64

Semi-enclosed installation

HELM 25 / 28 / 28 1/2 / 54 / 64

Enclosed installation
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HELM products
Steel profile systems

Based on the classic HELM profile, the 
original HELM steel line for sliding gates up 
to 2,000 kg has been setting standards for 
decades and has lost none of its popularity 
to date.

Six profiles, ranging from size 100 to 700, 
not only make the system suitable for a 
variety of different applications, but also 
enable special solutions according to cus-
tomer requirements.

Application
Industrial gates, heavy curtains, mobile 
partition walls, custom solutions

700

600

500

400
300
100
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HELM products
Sliding shutter systems

HELM 80 for shutters up 60 kg

HELM 140 for shutters up 80 kg

HELM 150 for shutters up 120 kg

Application
1-/2-leaf straight running, 2-/3-leaf tele-
scopic, optional with electric drive, folding 
shutters

Components
Installation profiles, guiding solutions,
pelmets, shutter holders, drive technology

HELM 140HELM 140HELM 140

HELM 150HELM 140HELM 80

For shutters up to 60 kg

For 1 leaf up to 60 kg, with single installa-
tion track and pelmet

For shutters up to 80 kg

For 2 leaves up to 50 kg/leaf, with double 
installation track and pelmet

For shutters up to 120 kg

For 3 leaves up to 80 kg/leaf, telescopic 
sliding
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Committed to the design, development and distribution of acoustic door 
seals, Norseal products are manufactured using the highest-grade materials 
and pass the most stringent of tests; ensuring the best quality every time. 

Norseal CPDs

Norseal has a wide range of CPDs availa-
ble on a variety of subjects including the 
sealing of door sets for energy efficiency, 
acoustic performance and passive fire  
protection. Norseal CPDs can advise on 
industry standards and their impact on 
specification. The informal, informative 
sessions enable architects, consultants, 
specifiers and designers to specify confi-
dently for the built environment. 
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Norseal products
Specialist seal solutions
Acoustic seals

NOR510

NOR710

Acoustic Meeting Stile Seal

– For fitting at meeting stile of acoustic door sets 
– Surface-mounted, fixed with screws
– Acoustic tested to BS EN ISO 10140-2
– Aluminium, PVC gasket
– Available in satin silver finish with black gasket
– Length 2,100 mm 

Acoustic Perimeter Seal

–  For fitting around head and jambs of acoustic and 
smoke control door sets 

–  Self-adhesive,  
smoke tested in accordance with BS 476-31.1,  
Certifire 629, 
acoustic tested to BS EN ISO 10140-2 

– 1,000,000 cycle tested  
– Flexible and ridged PVC
– Available in black, brown, white and grey
– Lengths 2,100 mm and 3,000 mm
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Norseal products
Specialist seal solutions
Acoustic seals

NOR755

NOR810 

Acoustic Perimeter Seal

–  For fitting around the head and jambs of acoustic  
door sets 

– Surface-mounted, secured with screws
– Acoustic tested to BS EN ISO 10140-2
– Aluminium with a silicone gasket
– Satin silver finish with grey gasket
– Length 1,000 mm and 2,100 mm

Rebated Acoustic Automatic Door Bottom Seal

– For fitting to bottom edge of acoustic timber door sets 
– Rebated fixing, held in place with end caps 
–  Suitable for use on most fire doors, UL approval, 

smoke tested in accordance with BS 476-31.1,  
Certifire 629, acoustic tested to BS EN ISO 10140-2 

– 1,000,000 cycle tested  
– Aluminium, silicone gasket 
– Available in mill finish and grey gasket 
–  Lengths 320 mm, 435 mm, 535 mm, 635 mm,  

735 mm, 835 mm, 935 mm, 1,035 mm, 1,135 mm, 
1,235 mm and 1,335 mm 

– Special sizes to order 
– Maximum gap coverage 20 mm 
– Single actuation 
–  Various cutbacks, up to 100 mm, 320 mm,  

limited to 85 mm 
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NOR813

NOR818

Rebated Acoustic Automatic Door Bottom Seal

–  For fitting to bottom edge of acoustic timber, metal and 
composite door sets

– Rebated fixing, held in place with angle brackets
–  Resistance to driving rain in accordance with EN 12208, 

resistance to wind load in accordance with EN 12210, 
resistance to air permeability in accordance with  
EN 12207

– Sound reduction up to 54 dB 
– Barrier-free, no threshold required 
– Aluminium, silicone gasket 
– Available in mill finish and grey gasket 
– Lengths 750 mm, 900 mm, 1,050 mm and 1,200 mm
– Special sizes to order
– Maximum gap coverage 16 mm 
– Single actuation 
– Cutback up to 150 mm

Rebated Acoustic Automatic Door Bottom Seal

– For fitting to bottom edge of acoustic metal door sets
– Rebated fixing, held in place with screws 
–  Smoke tested in accordance with BS 476-31.1,  

acoustic tested to BS EN ISO 10140-2,  
Certifire CF5675

– Option for flush bolt integration 
– Aluminium, silicone gasket 
– Available in mill finish and grey gasket 
– Lengths 750 mm, 900 mm, 1,050 mm and 1,200 mm
– Special sizes to order
– Maximum gap coverage 16 mm 
– Single actuation 
– Cutback up to 150 mm

Norseal products
Specialist seal solutions
Acoustic seals
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NOR820

NOR831 

Surface Acoustic Automatic Door Bottom Seal

– For fitting to bottom edge of acoustic timber door sets 
– Surface-fixed, held in place with screws 
–  Suitable for use on most fire doors,   

smoke tested in accordance with BS 476-31.1,  
Certifire 629, acoustic tested to BS EN ISO 10140-2 

– 200,000 cycle tested 
– Aluminium, PVC gasket 
–  Satin anodised (special finishes on application),  

grey gasket  
–  Lengths 400 mm, 500 mm, 600 mm, 700 mm,  

800 mm, 900 mm, 1,000 mm, 1,100 mm and  
1,200 mm

– Special sizes to order 
– Maximum gap coverage 12 mm 
– Single actuation 
– Cutback up to 125 mm

Glass Inline Acoustic Automatic Door Bottom Seal

– For fitting to bottom edge of hinged glass acoustic doors 
– Bonded with adhesive (not supplied)
– Unhanded, reversible
– Glass thickness 8–12 mm
– Aluminium, silicone gasket 
– Available in C0 silver anodised / C31 stainless steel 
–  Lengths 708 mm, 833 mm, 958 mm 1,083 mm and 

1,208 mm
– Special sizes to order 
– Maximum gap coverage 12 mm 
– Single actuation 
– Cutback up to 125 mm

Norseal products
Specialist seal solutions
Acoustic seals

 
 

13.5

44
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NOR842

NOR850

Glass Surface Acoustic Automatic Door Bottom Seal

– For fitting to bottom edge of hinged glass acoustic doors 
– Bonded with adhesive (not supplied)
– Unhanded, reversible
– Glass thickness up to 6 mm
– Aluminium, silicone gasket 
–  Available in C0 silver anodised / C31 stainless steel 
–  Lengths 708 mm, 833 mm, 958 mm, 1,083 mm and 

1,208 mm 
– Special sizes to order  
– Maximum gap coverage 11 mm 
– Single actuation 
– Cutback up to 125 mm

Surface Acoustic Door Bottom Seal

–  For fitting to bottom edge of hinged timber acoustic 
doors 

– Surface-fixed, held in place with screws
–  Smoke tested to BS 476-31.1, acoustic tested to  

BS EN ISO10140-2
– Aluminium, PVC gasket 
– Satin silver finish with black gasket 
– Lengths 1,000 mm and 1,500 mm
– Maximum gap coverage 6 mm

Norseal products
Specialist seal solutions
Acoustic seals
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NOR855

NOR861 

Surface Acoustic Door Bottom Seal

– For fitting to bottom edge of acoustic timber door sets 
– Surface-fixed, held in place with screws
– Acoustic tested to BS EN ISO10140-2
– Aluminium, PVC gasket 
– Satin silver finish with black gasket 
– Lengths 1,000 mm and 1,200 mm
– Maximum gap coverage 6 mm 

Sliding Surface Acoustic Automatic Door Seal

– For fitting to acoustic timber door sets 
– Surface-fixed held in place with screws 
– Aluminium, silicone gasket 
– Available in mill finish with grey gasket 
–  Lengths 708 mm, 833 mm 958 mm, 1,083 mm and 

1,208 mm 
– Special sizes to order 
– Maximum gap coverage 11 mm 
– Single actuation 
– Unhanded, reversible 
– Cutback up to 450 mm

Norseal products
Specialist seal solutions
Acoustic seals
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NOR862

NOR870

Sliding Rebated Acoustic Automatic Door Seal

– For fitting to acoustic timber door sets 
– Rebated fixing, held in place with end caps
– Aluminium, silicone gasket 
– Available in mill finish with grey gasket 
–  Lengths 708 mm, 833 mm 958 mm, 1,083 mm and 

1,208 mm 
– Special sizes to order 
– Maximum gap coverage 11 mm 
– Single actuation 
– Unhanded, reversible 
– Cutback up to 125 mm

Glass Inline Sliding Acoustic Automatic Door Bottom Seal

– For fitting to bottom edge of sliding glass acoustic doors 
– Bonded with adhesive (not supplied)
– Unhanded, reversible
– Glass thickness 8 mm
– Aluminium, silicone gasket 
– Available in C0 silver anodised / C31 stainless steel 
–  Lengths 708 mm, 833 mm, 958 mm 1,083 mm and 

1,208 mm
– Special sizes to order 
– Maximum gap coverage 11 mm 
– Single actuation 
– Cutback up to 125 mm

Norseal products
Specialist seal solutions
Acoustic seals
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NOR872

NOR880 

Glass Surface Sliding Acoustic Automatic Door Bottom Seal

– For fitting to bottom edge of sliding glass acoustic doors 
– Bonded with adhesive (not supplied)
– Unhanded, reversible
– Glass thickness up to 6 mm
– Aluminium, silicone gasket 
– Available in C0 silver anodised / C31 stainless steel 
–  Lengths 708 mm, 833 mm, 958 mm 1,083 mm and 

1,208 mm
– Special sizes to order 
– Maximum gap coverage 11 mm 
– Single actuation 
– Cutback up to 125 mm

Rebated Pivot Acoustic Automatic Door Bottom Seal

–   For fitting to bottom edge of acoustic timber door sets 
with a pivot hinge

– Rebated fixing, held in place with angle brackets 
–  Suitable for use on double-swing pivot doors, 

smoke tested in accordance with BS 476-31.1,  
acoustic tested to BS EN ISO 10140-2 

– Aluminium, silicone gasket 
– Available in mill finish and grey gasket 
–  Lengths 708 mm, 833 mm 958 mm 1,083 mm and 

1,208 mm
– Special sizes to order 
– Maximum gap coverage 20 mm 
– Single actuation 
– Cutback up to 125 mm

Norseal products
Specialist seal solutions
Acoustic seals
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Numbers and number holders

Doorstops

Coat hooks Cabinet handle

Accessories

Quality is expressed even in seemingly 
mundane details. This includes accesso-
ries that perfect the overall concept of 
 ‘everything door-related’. An overview of 
different products can be found on these 
two pages. Your individual contact person 
will be happy to provide you with further 
information.

Door viewer
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RFID furniture locks

Letter plates

Finger protection

Door holders
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Contact persons

BSW

Breuer & Schmitz GmbH & Co. KG
Locher Strasse 25
42719 Solingen
Germany
www.breuerundschmitz.de 

Phone +49 212 3960 
info@breuerundschmitz.de

CES

C.Ed. Schulte GmbH Zylinderschlossfabrik
Friedrichstrasse 243
42551 Velbert
Germany
www.ces.eu

Phone +49 2051 2040
info@ces.eu

Regional Manager – MENA
Diego Iglesias
CES Access Products DMCC
Office 29, Floor 30
Swiss Tower, Cluster Y 
Jumeirah Lakes Towers
Dubai, UAE
Phone +971 4 279 8336
Mobile +971 50 645 5703
diego.iglesias@ces.eu 

FSB

Franz Schneider Brakel GmbH + Co KG
Nieheimer Strasse 38
33034 Brakel
Germany
www.fsb.de 

Phone +49 5272 608-0
info@fsb.de

Area Sales Manager
Reinke Massolle DipGAI
Phone +49 5272 608704
reinke.massolle@fsb.de

Regional Sales Manager Hong Kong
Eddie Kwan
Phone +852 968 21610
eddie.kwan@fsb.de

HELM

Woelm GmbH
Hasselbecker Strasse 2–4
42579 Heiligenhaus
Germany
www.woelm.de

Phone +49 2056 18-0
contact@woelm.de

Norseal Ltd

5 Regents Drive
Prudhoe
Northumberland NE42 6PX
Great Britain
www.norseal.co.uk

Phone +44 1661 830088
sales@norseal.co.uk

Specification service

Architectural Hardware Consultant
Timothy J. Perry 
AHC, CSI, DipGAI, MInstAI, Reg. AI
Phone +44 7340 666181 
timothy.perry@fsb.de

Key Account Manager
Alessa Kaiser
Phone +49 5272 608116
alessa.kaiser@fsb.de

Spec Write International LLC

Murtuza Kaizer DipGAI
Architectural Ironmongery Consultant
Office 727, Block B, Centurion Star Bldg, 
Port Saeed, Dubai
PO Box 3926
www.specwriteintl.com

Phone +971 50 25 94 762
mkaizer@specwrite.ae
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